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RESEARCH SUMMARY 
Although present rn '/irtuatly all lodgepole pines, compres· 
Slon wood rs 9xltemely d iHicutt to detect visually in log ends 
In a woods or mill environment. Of 243 latifolia trees sampled 
from 400 to 600 lat itude, only one was free of compression 
WOOd, none 01 the 36 murrayana trees sampled from 37.50 10 
.1 50 latitude were Iree of compression wood, Trees 76 mm in 
d b h. 01 both varIe ties had signif icanlly higher stem· average 
percen tage of compression wood than those 152 mm or 
228 mm In d b.h. Latifofia trees had less compression wood 
(55 percen t) than murrayana Irees (7.7 percent) . In both va· 
rrel les, SdCtions sampled from 450 through 500 latitude had 
the greatest proportion of sections free 01 compression wood. 
Transverse stem sections typically display a compression 
wood paltern 01 one·sided eccentricity in which the main body 
01 compressIon wood is oPlJQsite an uccentrically located pith. 
and along a hne ~rojected from pith through the center of the 
largest Circle that can be Inscribed In Ihe section. Suctions or 
short logs sampled from siems 01 bolh variet ies tend to have 
high percentages 01 compression wood If they are out of 
round and close 10 ground level, and have ecxentric piths, 
high specil ic graVities, and low mOisture contet'lts . 
Stem wood averages most ell iphc~ll in cross section in Hees 
from 57.50 and 60 0 latitude. Stemwood of both varieties is 
most nearly circular in cmss sel.1ion near midheight of trees, 
Tree·average pith eccentrici ty averages 6.7 mm and does 
not diffor between variet ies. In latifolia it is smallest (5.5·6.3 
mm) in the intermediatelatitudmal zone from 45° to 52.5°, 
and is larger in more southerly and more northerly lalltudes 
(6.8·8.0 mm). 
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PROBLEMS INDUCED BY 
COMPRESSION WOOD 
Timen (1986, p. 579) has succinctly summarized the 
problems related to utilization of compression wood: 
From a wood utilization point of view, compression 
wood has many drawbacks. Most serious is its high 
longitudina l shrinkage which ca uses warping and 
other distortions in lumber containing both nonnal 
a nd compression woods. Its second most serious dis-
advan tage is its low ability to increase in strength on 
drying, which renders it weaker than nonnal wood not 
only in tension, which it is under all circumstances, 
but also in many properties Telated to compression 
a nd bending. A third drawback is the brash rupture 
characteristic of compression wood which, where it 
occurs in construction lumber, can Tender a danger to 
life a nd property. As a fourth disadvantage must be 
li sted the great hardness of compression wood, which 
makes it di fficult, ifnot impossible, to nail or work 
with ordinary tools. 
While not emphasized by Timell in the above passage, 
modu lus of elasticity-a critical property of structural 
wood-is very much less for compression wood than for 
normal wood. Since stiffness of structural wood members 
more frequently controls design than ultimate Ired, this 
deficiency is a serious shortcoming in compression wood. 
Al so, compression wood has less alpha cellulose and more 
lignin than nonnal wood, characteristics adversely affect· 
ing its utility as pulpwood. 
The problem faced by North American manufacturers 
of lodgepole pine products is that the literature affords no 
assessment (locally or rangewide) of the incidence of com· 
pression wood in the stemwood of the species, and hence 
manufacturers have no rationale for avoiding stems with 
excessive compression wood content; nei ther do they have 
a clear pictur e of its pervasiveness. 
STUDY SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of this study W'lS to ascertain the incidence 
of compression wood in the stemwood of the two principal 
varieties of lodgepole pine (Pinu. contorla vBT. /atifo/ia 
Engelm. and Pinu8 contorla VOT. murrayana [Grev. and 
8 a lf.) Engelm.} throughout their major mnges in North 
America (fi g. i ), and to correlate this incidence with height 
Figure 1-Sampling lOnes Superimposed on Unfe's 
(1971) rango map ot Iodgapola pine in NorIh Amer· 
ica . Variety latjfolill is mapped to the right of the 
dashed lines, moo-ayan.tbetween them, and contorts 
to the left of them. Variety contorfa was nol sbJdied 
because of its small potential for QOfMlen::ial use. 
in tree, degree of pith eccentricity, and stem out~f­
roundnes8-and with other selected variab18s such as 
latitude, longitude, elevational zone, diameter at breast 
height (d.b.h.), tree height, magnitude of stem crook, 
stemwood speci fic gravity, average growth ring width at 
s tump height, crown ratio, number of branches, average 
bronch diameter, stem taper, length of tap root, and pro-
portions of complete.tree weight represented by rocts, 
bark, stem wood, branch wood, and foliage. 
The primary objective during tree collection was to 
obtain disease-free and insect-free specimens of 76-, 152-, 
and 228-mm (3-, 6-, and 9-inch) lodgepole pine (var . latifo-
lic ) at low, medium, and high elevations from nine 
equally spaced north latitudinal zones (40 to 60 degrees) 
across 10 degrees oflongitude, in such a way as to encom-
pass the major range of this variety (fig. I), 
A secondary objective during tree collection was to 
sample these same three diameter classes ofvar. murray-
ana at midelevation at four north latitudes (37112, 40, 
421h, and 45 degreee) in California and BOuthem Oregon 
at a llingle longitude per latitude (fig. 1). 
The trees ofboth varieties were sampled in such a way 
that between-variety comparisons could be made for 
midelevation trees from latitudel 40, 42'/2, and 45 de-
gr.... The collection totaled 243 I4lifolia tree. and 36 
murroya"4 trees. 
See table 1 for .ummary infonnation on these trees. 
Tabf.1-Summary infonnation descriptive oIlhe 279I0dgep0Je pines in the study. Data averaged 
owr ful range 0' Ample, by variety 
Tree .... ....., .. ....,.. heigh. 
V.rlabM 71mm 152mm 22tmm 
"","01. (.1 I ..... of .Kh dlllm.ler) 
Age al 152-mm-high srump top, years 71 91 107 
Height from 152-mm-high stump top 
to apical tip, meters 9.3 15.6 19.1 
Taproollength measured from '52-mm·htgh 
stump fOp, centimeters 55 78 94 
Average width 0' annuai rings al 
, 52-mm-high stump lOp. miRimeters 0.7 1.0 1.3 
Average diamel8r outside bart!. of live 
branches 50 mm from stem, m~flmetel'$ 9 13 19 
Average branch angle. degrees 1 65 79 77 
Ratio of rive-etown length to tree height 
(crown ratio) 0.48 0." 0.05 
Number of fiw brandles 64 108 133 
Number of dead branches 57 100 119 
Stem taper inside bark below rive crown, 
m~fimeters per meter 6.3 7.8 10.5 
Stem taper inside bark from base 01 rive 
crown to apical tip. mimmeters per meter '3.1 15.9 18.5 
Stemwood-average mois~re content. perconl 99 100 98 
Stemwood-average specific gra~ry2 0.03 0.'2 0.'1 
Mu".y.". (12 ...... o. eech d18"..Ier) 
Age at 152-mm-high ltump top, years 67 64 91 
Height from 152-mm-high stump lOp 
10 apical tip, meters 7.' 13.7 18.7 
Taproot length measured from 152-mm-high 
stump fOp, centimeters 58 91 97 
Average width of annual rings at 
152-nvn-high stump lOp, mini meters 0.7 1.1 1.6 
Average diameter outside barit 01 live 
branc:hes: 5O-mm from 118m, millimeters 12 18 
Average branch angle, degrees' 68 63 78 
Ratio of rrve-.erown length to tree height 
(crown ratio) 0.60 0.55 0 .59 
Number of liw branches 72 127 146 
Number of dead branches 3< 79 94 
Stem taper inside bark below live crown, 
miffimeters pet meter 5.8 10.8 11.9 
Stem raper inside bartt from base of rive crown 
to apical tip, m~r.meters per meter 14.5 16.0 16.6 
SlernwoocS-average moisture content, percent 98 11' 121 
StetflWOOd.average specific gra~ryf 0.48 0 ." 0.'1 
'Angle befW'len brll"ld't and Item: upwltd.poIn1ing branchn I ... Nn;O-; drooping brlnChn more tNn ~. 
IlBaMd art grMn YOIume It1d ovendty wei9h1. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
A work of this scope, describing trees of a species with 
grent latitudinal, longituclinal, and elevationa1 range, 
cannot meet the needs of readers of all disciplines. Recog-
ni zing this reality, the work was written principally for 
use by industrialists, scientists, process engineers, and 
students who need a description of gross species charac-
teristics and some appreciation of their variation within 
North Am~rica. 
Because the sampling plan ca1ls for a specimen collec-
tion stratified by d.b.h., latitude, and elevational zone--
without sampling intensity adjusted for volume distribu-
tion within these stratifications-it does not pennit com-
putation orsp'<!cies.average values valid rangewide. 
Moreover, the sampling plan does not pennit evaluation 
or effects or site qua1ity, age, and stand density-even 
though it is well known that these three parameters sig-
nificantly affect many, perhaps most, of the characteris-
tics evaluated, This shortcoming in experimental design 
was thoroughly discussed before study initiation. 
As resources available for this study oflodgepole pine 
ns an indu::;trial row material were not only finite, but 
modest, the study objectives were limited to determina-
tion of broad material<haracteristics variations related 
to tree d.b.h. and soatiallocation (latitude, longitude, and 
elevational zone). The study was not designed to deal 
with the very complex relationships involving site quality, 
tree age, or stand density; as a result, the sampling plan 
does not permit such anruyses. 
The elevational range oflodgepole pine (lali{olia) is 
considerobly greater in southern latitudes than in nortn-
ern (fig. 2); and it is probable that site quality and stand 
densities vary less in northern than in southern latitudes. 
z 
o 
~ 1000 
45 so 65 eo 
LATITUDE (DEQREES) 
Figure 2-Elevooonal trends in the three zones 
(low. medium. and high) where lodgepole pine 
(var. larifolia) was sampled along nine latitudes. 
Each ploned point is tho awrage for nine tr99S; 
thai is, three diameters by three replications. 
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THE LODGEPOLE PINE RESOURCE 
IN NORTH AMERICA 
To appreciate the scope of the work and to understand 
the rationale for the sampling design, it IS useful to know 
something about the resource. 
Lodgepole pine (Pinru contorta Doug. ex Loud.) occupies 
about 51/4 million ha of commercial forest land in the 
United States (containing 748 million m3 0flodgepole 
growing stock and over 71 billion board feet oflodgepole 
timber, mostly in Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorodo, 
and Oregon), and is the fourth most extensive timber type 
west of the Miaaissippi River. On these 5
'
/4 million ha, a 
significant proportion of the trees ate dead. having been 
killed by inoeeto. In the Northern Region alone. a 1979 
survey reported 540,862 ha severely infested with moun-
tain pine beetle. The most recent survey data for Idaho 
indicate that insects and dieeaae have killed about 1 per-
cent of the lodgepole pine trees. In Canada the acreage of 
lodgepole pine forest type (20 millior. ha. comprilling 22 
percent of the total forest land in western Canada) is 
greater than in the United States. 
Most of the North American lodgepole pine resource 
is of the variety latifolia (Pin"" contone VBT.lati{o/io 
Engelm.) centered along the Rocky Mountains from 40 
to 60 degrees north latitude, with Sierra lodgepole pine 
(Pinua contorto var. murrayona [Grev. &; Balf.] Engelm. 
and shore pine (PinWl contorla Doug\. ex Loud. var. con-
torto) comprising significantly lesser volumes on Sierra 
and c:oaotal are .. (fig. 1). A fourth variety. bol4nderi 
(Par1.) Vasey. is a shrub local in Mendocino County, CA. 
In both Canada and the United State •• much of the 
lodgepole re50urce is in older (60·200 years) virtually 
stagnated stands in which growth rate is very low and 
mortality very high. Typically trees are small in diame· 
ter. Slightly more than one-third of the volume (ovendry 
weight basis) is in trees le88 than 175 mm in diameter 
measured at breast height outside bark (Van Hooser and 
Chojnacky 1983); such a diameter might be considered the 
lower limlt for lumber manufacture. 
Silvicultural treatments (thinning or removal and re-
generation to managed stand with controlled stocking) are 
BO expensive, and stumpoge revenue so little, much of the 
Bcreage has received no treatment to accelerate growth 
and slow mortality. 
PAST AND CURRENT WORK 
Timell's (1986) three-volume work on compression wood 
in gymnoeperms is an up-to-date and thorough review or 
world literature on the subject. This eection preaent8 
brief abstracta of BOrne of Timell's conclusions regarding 
the physiology of compression wood formation, anatomical 
characteristics, chemical composition, knots and compres-
sion wood, and the mechanilltn of c::ompreaaion wood in 
righting a leaning tree. Also included are BOrne additional 
data .pecific 10 lodgepole pine. 
Timell notes that while trees with a high incidence of 
sweep, crook, lean, and fork contain more rompresaion 
wood than straight stem I, there apparently is no quanti -
tative relationship between the amount and type of rom-
pression wood and the degree of stem eIi.placement or 
curvature. Most present-day investigators favor gravita· 
tional stimulus as the factor most probably involved in 
compression wood formation. Timell concludes that there 
is evidence of inheritance of a tendency to form com pre .. 
sian wood per se, and that evidence for the inheritance of 
stem form and straightness, which are associated with the 
incidence of compression wood, is very strong. 
Koch (1972, pp. 125-128) summarized, and iIluotrated 
with micrographs, essential features of compression wood 
in southern pines, which like lodgepole pine are hard 
pine&--diploxylon members of the genus PinUl . 
The literature contains a few papen specific to lodge. 
pole pin~mOlt of them stemming from work on planta. 
tions of the species introduced to England, Scotland, Ire· 
land. and the Scandinavian countries. Comments on 
those most germane f~low, along with some general com· 
menu on the anatomical and chemical characteristics of 
compression wood. 
Physiology 
Savidge (1983a, b) found that when vertical oeedlings of 
lodgepole pine were brought in from the outdoors in late 
winter and placed in a darkened growth chamber. com· 
pression wood developed around the stem. In the same 
work. he reported that when indoleacetic acid was applied 
to a lodgepole pine shoot, compression wood developed 
immediately below the application site. 
Timell (1986, p. 1247) coneluded that the role ofgrowth 
substances in the formation of compression wood is 0b-
scure though they do play lOme yet unexplained role in 
combindtion with gravistimulus; h. further noted that it 
is highly uncertain, not to say improbable, that compres· 
sian wood should be produced in mature trees as a conM· 
quence of redistribution ofindoleacetic acid. A supra· 
optimal concentration of auxin, however. cauees formation 
of compression wood. Among the auxins, idoJeacetic acid, 
naphthalineacetic acid, and 2,4·dichlO1"ophenoxyacetic 
acid are an known to induce compresaion wood formation 
when present in high enough concentrations. 
See also the dillCuasion of the mechanism of compres· 
sian wood in righting a tree, under the heading ·Stem 
Form and Compresaion Wood- in this section. 
Anatomical Characteristics of 
Compression Wood 
To understand the anatomical structure rX compnMion 
wood in lodgepole pine, it is fjnt useful to visualju the 
. tructure of nannaJ wood in pines. 
A wedge transversely cut from a lodgepole pine stem 
illustrate. lO1T1e rL the features visible with the naked eye 
(fig. 3)_ The da:rk<olored pith i. the email contral core of 
parenchymatou. tissue originating at the growing tip rX 
the tree. On the periphery of the tree, wood io formed on 
one lide and berk on the other lide of the cambial layer. 
In • limb-free .tem oI"lodgepole pine 76 to 228 mm in 
d.b.h.,85 to 91 percont 01" the volume i. wood and 9 to 15 
pft'cent is Mrk.-the proportion ofbark being invene to 
the d.b.h., 80 that smaH·diameter stems have a larger 
proportion of bark than large-diameter stems (Koch 1987, 
pp. 46 and 59). 
Growth rings in lodgepole pine normal wood u8~any 
show an abrupt transition between the light-colored, thin· 
walled .... lywood cello (fig. 4, 3-3a) fonned early in the 
growing seuan, and the darker, thicker walled latewood 
(fig. 4, ,,-",a) cello. (See figure 10 in the "Resulto" section 
for micrographo oftnmoition from earlywood to latewood 
in normal and compression wood.) Total width of annual 
growth rings van" greatly in lodgepole pine, from barely 
visible with a hand I .... to 4 or 5 mm (tnble 1). For all of 
the lodgepole pine tree. in thio etudy, growth ring width at 
152·mm stump height averaged 1.00 mm for latifolia and 
1.13 mm for murroyona (Koch 1987, pp. 20 and 53). 
Heartwood (fig. 3) is darker than sapwood, contains no 
living celie. and beca.UM of'resinous inclusions islesa per· 
meable and haa lea moisture content than upwood. 
Heartwood volume in the lodgepole pine tree. in thi. 
study, as a percen~ of entire stemwood volume, was 
positively con-elated with d .b.h ., as follows (Koch 1987, 
pp. 273 and 299): 
D_b.h_ 
76 
152 
228 
Lolifolio Murro:f<UlO 
.... . · · ·p~1"t%nt ·· ····· . 
22.0 10.3 
28.3 16.9 
34.2 20.3 
The tiosue. and cell type. observable by light microscopy 
in a block of lOuthem pine wood are shown in figure 4 j 
the ctInular structure of Jodgepole pine is very similar to 
that of aouthern pine (except that lodgepole pinelacko the 
longitudinal parenchyma, thick-walled parenchyma, opiral 
and callitroid-Iike thickenings, and pito on tangsntial 
wall. oftracheid.o iIIu.tratod in figure 4). Pine wood con-
sioto principally of cl_ly packed vertical 0011., called 
10niitodinaJ trachoicb. Aaoodated are horizontal til>-
su .. called rayo, extending radially toward the pith, and 
specialized tiuue. surrounding vertical duct. called ... ain 
canal • . Tracheid. and other cells are interconnected 
through openingo in the 0011 wall. called plio, in moot of 
which characteri.tic borden form pit cumben. 
Cell walls are compoeed of elementa too Im'lall to be vis-
ible through the ligh t micrceeope. which is limited to about 
0.2 micrometer (a micrometer i. 1~ mm). Electron mi· 
crnecopy, reaolving to about 10 Angstrom (an Angstrom 
unit is 10""4 mjcrometen). reveals .tnncls oflDicroftbril .. 
aome 100 to 300 Angotrollll in diameter and ofindefinite 
length, comprilling the cellul_ rnunework ofth. cell 
wall . Th_ are in turn comprited of .Ie •• nlary IIbm.. 
which preoumably are cellulooic ttrand.o 01" the smalleet 
ponible ...--_tion-m .... uring about 35 Angotrom. in 
diameter . An elementary fibril in tum conli.u cI celluloee 
chains. 
All ofth. horizontal,Jement. in pine wood are contained 
in the raY" (fig. 4}-ray tracheid.o, ray parenchyma, ond 
epithelial cell • . 
Longitudinalelemento of lodgepole pine wood orelongi-
tudinal tnocheid.o,ttrand tracheid.o, and epithelial cell. 
(fig. 4). 
Outet 
diad 
bar. 
FIgure 3-Gross anatomic-' feature. of stam section. from Iodgepde and IOU1hem pines. fA) Typical 
narrow-ringed. "'1n-bar1<ed lodgepole pine wi'" slgniroco", pen:on_ 01 heo_. The disk In>m which 
Ihe W9dgo was cu. measuntd obou'90 mm In radius. (8) Typical 10" __ IO\IIhom pine __ 
batI<. _ ring" and mote con'rOl' bo_ aot1ywood and 10_ "'on lodgepole pI.........-.cIIe"., 
percentage of heartwood in .l8ma of COfT'IJ*abIe d.-nel8r. 
5 
PI'" 
Flgur. 4-Typical southern pine wood. TransVfHSIJ view. 1-1a. ray; B, dentate ray trac:heid; 2, resin 
canal; C, dlin-waIJed k)ngitudinal parenchyma; 0 , thick-waned longitudinal parenchyma; E, epithelial 
cells; 3-30. oarlywood longm.dinal_; F. radiaJ bofdered p~ po;. cut 1I1roUVh tClnl' and pit aper· 
tures ; G, pit pair w i below pil apet1Ures ; H. tangential pit pair; 4-4<1. la18wood longitudinal nchekl&. 
RMJaJ 1II.w. 5-58 • • oetioned fusiform ray; J. dentale ray tracheid; K. thIn-waA9d parenchyma; l . epitt. 
ial cells; M. unsectioned roy l1ocheid; N. thick-waled perend1yma; O. 1atowood racial pit (i""", aper. 
hire); Ct. ear1ywood radial pit (inner ape,,"re); p. tangenlial bordered pit; a. col itroid-lil<e thickenings ; 
R. spiral thickening ; S. racial _ pit. (Ille compound middle lamel . hal been .trIpped "".y. 
removing Cf8UtA .. and tori) ; 6-&1. secdoned uniseriata heterogeneous ray. T.ngentill view, 1-1a, 
•• and _ ; 8-aa.longilUdinal paranchym • • 1I1in-walled; T. 1I11d1-walled parandlyma; 9-9a. longitu· 
dinal resin canal ; 10, fuliform ray; U, ray tracheid. ; V, ray parenchyma; W, horizontal epithelial eel.; 
X. horizontaJ rasin eM.; y , opening between horizon~ and vertic:eI resin canaJt:; 11 , uniserll" hetero-
geneous rays; t2. uniseria" homogeneous roy; 1: •• mall tangential pits in _ ; 1:. 1aJVO tangential 
pits in ear1ywood. (Drawing !rom Howard and Me""';'" t969.) 
Because longitudinal tracheic18 make up m OTe than 
90 peTcent of the volume of pine wood, and becauM the 
differences between normal and compTeuion wood in the 
strud.UTe of theN cens account fOT the difference. in their 
properties, (urthu diecuuion i.limited to longitudinal 
tracheid.. Por a ful1er discussion of the anatomy of pine 
wood ... Koch (1972). 
Our intenl'ive .tudy cL fiber length in lodgepole pine i. 
incompl.te, but .xistinff literature indicates that longitu-
dinal tr""heido in matun lodgepole pine (var. l4tifolU>. ) an 
21/4 to 3'14 mm long, with .v • ....,. tanpntiaJ diameter of 
obout 27 mlaono. Thoy oro aUl"ed radially .. viewed In 
c.- _ (5,. 4) ond havo overlopping tapered Indo. 
The cell waIl of the matuA tracheid consists of an outer 
prilll.Ory ... n and a ~nd.ory ... n (5g. Sa). Outaide 
the primary wall i. an intercellular layer, or middle 
lamella, compoood largely oflignin. In the ~nd.ory 
waD, three layen are recognized; they are designated 8 1 (outer), S, (middle), and S, (inner). 
Ttacheido of many of tho hard pine., including the 
lOuthem pinn. have a warty layer lining tracheid lu-
men •. Lodgepole pinetracheido appear to lack thi. fea· 
ture; their interior wallo ..... smooth (5g. 5b, left). Warty 
depooito won oboerved, however, within tho bordered pit 
chambero oflodgopolo pine (5g. 5b, right}-e feature typi . 
cal of many apedn ~ the genu. PinUl, 
A 
F1gun s.--ceI-wall.tructure o'longl .. , pine. A 
IalOWOodlongitudnol_ i. exposed 1D show 
1ame11aa olllle 111 ... layen olllle Ieoondary cell 
wei. l.ineI indica" aignment of microfibril.. Ml is 
midclelwnela. Pi. primary wei . 51, 5,. and S,ant 
lay ... olllle secondoty wall. (Drawing after Dun· 
ning 1969.) Lodgepole pine lacb IIle war1y layer 
shown he", (seelig. Sb). Also. lodgepole pine may 
have fewer lamellae in 1he 5 , and S.lI'ayers, and the 
$ . may have leverallamenae. 
B 
Agur. Sb--SclM~g electron micrograph of normal lodgepofe pine wood. (A) TrachekJ lumen walls with aper_ 
~res of borde~ pill ; ~ warts ..... sibfe. (B) Trac:heid walll I plit Iongitudnally 10 expose, In radial aspect, pot_ 
Ijon' .of IJ'ad'lei.js ~aeh With asp"ated bordered pits and a coating of wartJ on pit chamber waili. W _ warts; 
T • pit toN. ; A _ ptl.perture. 
Three structuralsubatances compr1ae the wan. of wood. 
cells. The framewon i. cellulose in the fonn ofmicrofi-
boIs. The matrix substances are hemicelluloees. Lignin 
occurs in intercellular layen and witl, the matrix materi-
als sUrTounding the microfibrils; it may alllO be a compo-
nent or the warty layen and the incrustation in cell 
interiors. 
The outer envelope orIongitudinal tracheide i. the prj-
marl wall-a thin layer in which the celluloee microfibril. 
are randomly di.tributed. These fine .tranda are readily 
Tesolved with the electron microecope after lOme of the 
matrix subetances have been removed (fig. Sa). Matrix 
r'l!ysaw:charidee, especially hemicelluloees, and pectin and 
lignin are the dominant components of primary walls. 
In secondary cell walls, the framework of cellulose mi-
crofibril, is dominant. ItA previously noted, the secondary 
wan i. comprised of th_ laye,.. (fig. Sa): the outenn""t 
S , with multiple lamellae of microfibrils having varying 
al
l
ignments; the much thicker SI layer, which in normal 
wood haa ita microfibrils aligned moo nearly with the lon-
gitudinal axis of the tracheid; and the thiMer SJ layer 
having multiple lamellae of varying alignments. 
Fibril an,le, the average angle between microfibril. in 
the 8, layer and the tracheid longitudinal axis (6g. 6), i. 
believed to be positively correlated with longitudinal 
shrinkage in wood. 
FIgure 6-F1bril r.gIe in the S, leyer 0''''' c:eI waI. 
Longitudinal traeheid. in compreuion wood. differ from 
thoee of nannal wood in a number of important ways that 
can be "rvad. in tnm.vene aectiOI18, 88 fonows: 
• Compression wood ti..ue. show gradual transition 
&om thin-walled earlywood cen. to thick-walled 
latewood con •. (See figur. 10 in "Results"soction.) 
• Tracheida in compression w.xwl are distinguiehed by 
roundnea cI cells, by checks or cavities in the inner 
portion of tho socondaly wall. and by intercenular 
apace • • (See figura 11a in "Results" aection.) 
With a polarizing microeeope. it can be obeerved that 
the S, layer ie missing from compression-wood tra· 
cheids. (See figure 11b in tho "Re.ults" aection.) 
Electron micrograph •• how that microfibril. in tho S, 
layer m compression-wood tracheida make an abnormally 
lup angl&-«>motim .. more than 45'-with thelongitu-
dinal axi. of the cell . nu.lup angle. together with a 
higher lignin content than normal wood, impede. paaaege 
of light through CI'08IleCtion. of compreuion wood. In 
thin aections viewed over a light table, therefore, com pre .. 
sion wood i. readily discernible by ita darker shade. when 
compared to normal wood. 
On a light tabl. normal upwood oflodppol. pin. haa a 
clear amber color; compression wood appears orange, to 
brown. to black depending on its .. verity. Depending on 
the preaenco ofoom. or all of the attribute. ofcompreo-
sion wood diecernibl. in C1'OeS eection. that il: 
• light impedence on a light table, 
• gradual transition from thin-walled earlywood con. 
to thick-walled latewood c.n. (somo authorities 
believe that the terme earlywood and latewood have 
little meaning when applied to compression wood), 
roundn ... m ce11s, 
pnaence ofinterceUular space" 
checks in the inner portion ~the eecondary wall, 
abeence cI SJ layer, 
the tillue under analysis can be cla.aeed .. containing 
mild, moderate, or pronounced compreuion wood. 
In true .tudy, compression wood. delineation W&I pri-
marily accompli.hed by outlining areas with impeded 
light transmiuion. Scanning electron microocopy valida-
tions were periodically made on questionable areas. Re-
aearchel'S who have ueed true method of compree.ion 
wood delineation will agree that such delineation can only 
be approximate. 
Chemical Constituents of Compression 
Wood 
A thorough review of the chemistry of compreuion 
wood i. beyond tho ocope at thi. paper. but can be found 
in T1men (1986. pp. 289-468). Becau .. ofth. significance 
of both celluloee content and lignin content to the pulp in-
duatry, however, it is useful to have.ame ide. of the 
chemical conetituenta of both normal wood and campre. 
lion wood of lodgepole pine. 
Table 2-The awrage and range of pH and c:hemicaI composition of lalifoliaand murr.y-
aM trees with latitude. elevabon, and tree diameter data pooled. 1,2 Dlim from 
Kim and others (1989) 
utlfoll. II.",.,..". 
Item Av •• ge Plu.ormlnu. A_ PIu. or minus 
pH 4.57 (0.10) 4.64 (0.12) 
Ash, percent .26 (.05) .28 (.06) 
ElItJactives. percent 2.87 (.98) 2.41 (.Sn 
lignin, percent 25.81 (.98) 26.40 (1 .58) 
Hokx:enulose. percent 80.40 (Un 83.26 (2.20) 
Alpha celililose, percent 49.64 (2.54) 51 .83 (2.54) 
'Ead'l value I, .lTINn from It'Ie 243 lllHoI.Ot 38 rr'I4Nrrf- nM. 
~he moilture (ASTM 0 2016-74), un (ASTM 0 1102·58), elhlnol-lOIuene extracMI (ASTM 0 
1107·581. lignin (ASTM 0 1 to&-58), WId -'pM cellu10M (ASTM 0 tl03-e0) oontlfl'w.,.1T'IMIlnd 
following ltandard proeedurn. Toluene "'lUbIti~ lot benzine In 1ht e.nc:dw.,.,. (Goetz.., 
1982). The pH WId chlorite noaoc::.IluloM content! wert INUI.I'ed UIIng me FOt'Mt PI'octuCIt labor. 
\Dfy Methods ft7..Q33 WId 87-018. rnpreetlwty. The PW1g8 c:hemQl c:ornpotl'6on we.~.-d on 
an ovendty wood bltI •. 
Stemwooc.'.average analyses ofvar.lotifolia and var. 
murro)'Ol'UI performed on the same 279 lodgepole pine 
trees that were used in the current study of compression 
wood yielded mean values of near 50 percent for alpha 
<enul.,.. and about 26 percent for lignin (table 2). The 
specimens for these analyses were taken at tenth points 
in height up eoch tree, in a manner similar to that used in 
sampling for the compTession wood study here reponed. 
Because any compression wood. presen t in the stem was 
included in the chemical.analysislBmples, the overall 
analyses probably indicate a lower cellulose rontent and a 
higher lignin content than if the specimens had been rig-
orously screened to exclude all compression wood. 
Although no publi . hed data an! avaHoble defining the 
chemical constituents of compression wood in lodgepole 
pine stem wood., a wealth of data are available for other 
coni fen, including a number of hard pine!. Baaed on all 
the published dota T1men (1986. pp. 391 and 458) con-
cludes, in part, that: 
In geneTal, the difference in chemical composition be-
tween normal and compTession woods of the majority 
of coni fen is of a quantitative ratheT than qualitative 
nature ... . Compression wood contains 30·40% more 
lignin ond 20·25% less cellulose than normal wood. 
The middle lamella and primary wall (in compression 
wood) evidently hove the same composition as normal 
wood, with a relatively low celluloae and high pectin 
content . . . . The distribution oflignin in the tracheids 
of compression wood is highly chamcteristic and set. 
the tissue apoTt from nonnal wood. The unusually 
high lignin and low pdysaccharide ronlents of the S, 
layer ore unique among wood cells. 
Prevalence of Compression Wood and 
Effect on Mechanical Properties 
Only one publication specific to lodgepole pine wos 
found to compoTe mechanical properties of normal wood to 
that containing compTession wood. Koch and Borger 
(1988) aampled a pair oflodppole pin •• 3.5 to 4 inches in 
diameter from each of 28 public foreeu in six northwest-
ern States of the United Statee. and took epecimen. of 
.temwood from 20 perc.nt at tree height. Oftbe 56 tr .... 
14 (25 percent) had comproasion wood-u.uaIly accompa-
nied by more than average pith eccentricity, .. fonows : 
State and foreot 
Colorado 
Gunnison. tree '1 
Gunnison, tree .2 
Bureau of Land 
Management, tree .2 
Idaho 
Challi •• treo.l 
Challi •• tree t2 
Panhandle. treo 'I 
Panhandle. treo t2 
Oregon 
Fremont. tree '1 
Fremont. tree '2 
Mount Hood, tree '1 
Mount Hood, tree '2 
Washington 
Wenatchee, tree .2 
Wyoming 
Bridger-Teton. tree '2 
Shoe hone, tree .2 
Deer-of 
eompreMion 
wood 
mild 
mild 
mild 
mild 
mild 
moderate 
moderate 
mild 
moderate 
pronounced 
pronounced 
mild 
mild 
mild 
Pith 
eccentricity 
Inch 
0.1 
.1 
.4 
.2 
.1 
.2 
.3 
.1 
.1 
.3 
.5 
.4 
.3 
.2 
The 9.inch.10ng stem section. evaluated-each contajn-
ing a knot cluster-were air~ried, lathe-turned to 21/4 
inches in diameter, and tested to de.truction in compres-
sion para11el to the grain. Specimens containing compres· 
sion wood (14 in number) had significantly lower proper-
ties--eQjusted to a wood moisture content of 10 percent of 
ovendry weight-than thoee without rompreesion wood 
(42 in number). as follows: 
Noviaible 
compreuion eompreuion 
Property 
Modulu!I of elasticity 
Maximum CTUShing strength 
Proportional limit 
wood wood 
· ···· ·· ··P.i·.·· .... 
1,270,000 940,000 
5,920 5,250 
4,130 3,030 
Knots and Compression Wood 
Because compression wood. is associated with knotwood. 
a lbeit in ways not entirely clear. the percentage of knot. 
wood in stem wood is ofinterest. No data are available for 
North American stands of lodgepole pine, but Hakkila and 
Panhelainen (1970) sampled lodgepole pine (var.latifolio) 
stands in Finland established from seed mainly obtained 
between latitudes 50 and 51 degrees in Alberta and 
British Columbia. The tree. had mean age of 40 yean, 
mean d.b.h. of 5.0 inches. mean haight of 44 feet, and 
crown ratio of 52 percent. They found that the percentage 
of knot wood in stems from South Finland (0.98 percent) 
was significantly less than the percentage in North Fin· 
land (1.67 percent), and that the peTCentage of knot wood 
increases from about 0.4 percent near the butt to about 
2.4 percent in the upper portion of the stem (fig. 7). 
Timell's (1986, pp. 804-808, 926·93~) survey of the 
literature suggests that branches of practically all 
eonirer's branches have at least some compression wood, 
and most of them contain sizable amounts. Stemwood 
knots, beeause they are basru parte of branches, always 
contain some compression wood, and often have large 
amounts . Associated with the Knotwood are significant 
amounts of stemwood compression wood-particularly in 
the stem immediately below the knot, sa will be further 
discussed in the "'Re.ults- section of this report. 
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Stem Form and Compression Wood 
Sweep is common in conifers in general and is much 
evident in European plantations of lodgepole pine--
particularly thoae of ~oastal origin. The literatu~ 
Timell (1986 pp. 714-716, 758-773,1270-1295)-indicates 
that crook is more .trongly heritable than sweep and lean, 
which are often caueed by environmental factors .uch 88 
wind or mow. 
Trees with a high incidena! of .weep, crook, lean, and 
fork have more compression wood than straight trees-
ruthough the quantitative correlation between compres-
sion wood content and degree ofthe5e features is not 
outstanding. Scientists concerned with relating stem 
form to compre88ion wood in lodgepole pines should find 
U8eful the fonowing references: 
Citation Conclueion 
Lin .. (1980) Lodgepole pin .. in Europe, when 
e.pooed to wind, will develop a 
penjstent lean rather than a 
broad sweep; such trees will have 
much compre88ion wood. 
Brazier (1966, 1980) Compression wood is very com. 
mon in British.grown lodgepole 
pine and most frequently occurs 
on the northern and eastern sides 
of the stem, away from the pre· 
vailing winde. 
O'Driocoll (1980) Heoul," in Ireland .. milar to those 
reported by Brazier. 
Timell's (1986, pp. 1745·1797) review of the literature 
related to the mechanism of compression wood. action in 
righting a tree leads to his conclusion-in part-as 
follows: 
In vertically growing mature trees, the periphery and 
outer layers of the .tem are in tension while the cen· 
ter i. in compression. Leaning conifers, by contraat, 
are subjected to considerable compre88ive stress 
along both the lower and upper periphery, while the 
central portion is in tension. The eompre88ion on the 
lower aide i. partly due to the weight of the tree but 
largely to the active pres.ure exerted by the longitu. 
dinally expanding compreuion wood. The latter 
pre88ure i. allO responsible for the compreuive streA 
on the upper side of the stem, a .tress that is some· 
what mitigated by the opposite, tensile s treg caused 
by the weight of the tree. 
The mechanism by which compression wood is 
brought to expand along the grain in the living tree 
h .. not yet been fully clerified. The elongation could 
be caused by an increue in length over that of the 
fusifonn initials in conjunction with an absence of 
gliding growth. It is more likely, however, that the 
elongation is aalOCi.ated with the deposition of lignin 
in the tracheid wall . Lignification probably results 
in a swelling of the cell wall, and when the microfibril 
a ngle exceeds 30.40°, thi s swelling eRuses R longitudi . 
nal eompressive stress. It has been estimated that 
this stress is five time larger thon the tensile stress 
developed by normal wood a nd for in ex~ess of any 
fo rce that could arise in the active ~ambium . Regard. 
less of the actual couse of the axial pressure exerted 
by compression wood, its origin must be sought in the 
differentiating tracheids. 
European litemture on lodgepole pine stem form i. 
more extensive than that of North America, and origi. 
notes principally from study of plantations in England, 
Scotland, Ireland, Sweden, and Finland. Some conclu. 
si~ns are refereneed in the following parogmphs. 
In British plantations oflodgepole pine, lean and basal 
sweep are common, particularly in stands originating 
from the coastal areas of Washington and Oregon (Davies 
1980; Henderaon and Petty 1972; Lines 1980; Line. and 
Booth 1972; Moss 1971; Remrod 1973). 
In Ireland, the coastal variety oflodgepole pine has 
been favored over the inland type because ofits more 
rapid growth, and in spite of its greater tendency toward 
basal sweep and stem sinuosity (Carey and Griffin 1981 ' 
Fitzsimons 1982; Lines 1957; Lynch 1980; Mooney 1966; 
O'Driscoll 1980; Pfeifer 1982). 
In Sweden, variety Iatifolia is preferred over the coastal 
variety because of its rapid height and radia1 growth, but 
southern provenances are susceptible to stem mnlformo. 
tion from wind a nd snow, and lodgepole pines planted in 
southern Sweden have shown a high incidenee of bend, 
crook, forks, sinuosity, and coarse branches (Blomquist 
1981; Fryk 1980, 1981; Hagner 1971, 1983; Karlman 
1981; Lindgren 1980). 
In southern Finland, lodgepole pine in 50.year-old 
stands yielded about the same volume of sawlogs as did 
Pinus .ylve.tru, in spite oflodgepole having more forked 
and multi stemmed boles, and somewhat more crooked 
stems, than Scots pine (Lohde and othen 1982). 
Radi I and Height Distribution of 
Compression Wood In Stems 
'The literature on compression wood distribution in 
coniferous stem. is voluminous (see Timell 1986, pp. 773--
822), but none of the published studies contain informa. 
tion specific to lodgepole pine. The reader is therefore 
referred to the -Result..- section ofthis report. 
Effect of Compression Wood on Warp 
in Lumber 
Literature is abundant on longitudinal shrinkage of 
~ompression wood, but none of the published data are 
specific to lodgepole pine. Data on other hard pines, how. 
ever, suggest that compression wood shrinks about ten. 
fold (fourfold to fortyfold) more than normal wood of the 
hard pine. (Timell 1986, p. 516). Thi. disparity in b ngi . 
tudinal shrinkage between compression wood and normn1 
wood can cause severe drying distortion in lumber. 
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Stemwood.overage analysis ofvorieties/atifolia and 
murra)ana sampled from the same 279 lodgepole pine 
trees that were used in this study of compre88ion wood 
yielded mean values oflongitudinal 8hrinkag~een to 
ovendry-as follows (Wiedenbeck and others, in press): 
Variety 
Lotifol;" 
Murrayona 
Radi.l po.ition in tree 
Corewood Mature wood 
. ... .. . Percent •. .. •• . 
0.472 0.145 
1.109 .243 
Specimens for the foregoing analysis were not selected to 
totally exclude compression wood, 80 they more.or.less 
represented the natural mix of norma1 and compre!lSion 
wood.. 'The shrinkage values wggest that the murrayona 
stem. had more compre88ion wood than the lotifolia 
.tems; this is consonant with findings reported in the 
"Reoul,"" oection. 
Two referen~es were found relating warp in sawn lodge. 
pole pine to compTeuion wood content. 
Malcolm's (1968) data do not expressly include correIa. 
tion be~ween compression wood content and lumber warp, 
but he Implie. such a relation.hip. In hi. study, 8.foot 
butt section. from .malllodgepole pine anwlogs (variety 
a.nd geographic area not Specified, but probably VBT.lo.tifo . 
110 from the Rocky Mountain region of the United States) 
were sawed into 2 by 4 .tuds and kiln dried to evaluate 
warp 81 related to stump height and degree of crook in 
the butt section of each bote. Malcolm found that studs 
cut from crooked butt sections warped more than those 
from straight butt oections--probably mainly attributable 
to greater compre.sion wood. content in the crooked butts. 
In trees with crooked butt eections, .tud warp was mini . 
mized if the stud log was taken .tarting 3 or 4 feet above 
norma1 .tump height. Malcolm concluded, therefore, that 
to minimiu .tud warp the first 3 or 4 feet of the butt ends 
of lodgepole pines with crooked lower boles should be 
chipped for pulp rather than sawn for lumber. 
Poeeeibly .timul.ted by Malcolm'. (1968) findings, 
Hallock (1969) studied warp in 2 by 4 .tud. cut from 
8·foot lodgepole pine logs 6 to 12 inches in diameter ob-
tajned from the vicinity of West Yellowstone, MT. The 
logs, limited in sweep to 1 inch or Ie .. in the length of the 
log, were inspected on the sawn ends and cluaified WI 
c?"taining rompression wood or not containing compres. 
SIon wood.. Hallock found that no difference in yields of 
grade 1 studs or in their average warp could be attributed 
to the presence or abeenco of vi.uaUy evident compression 
wood. Hf'J commented that: "'because the warping effect. of 
compression wood e.pecially iflcxated along one edge or 
face of a .tud can hardly be denied, the only rationa1 ron. 
e1u.ion is that comprHsion wood. i. not eaaily identifiable 
visually on the log ende in lodgepole. Thus it is possible 
that a substantial part of the sample claaaified comPTe.' 
.ion·wood ab.cnt actua1ly ~ontained compreasion wood.-
The authoro of thi. paper, an..r light-table analyoi. 
of 2,790 lodgepole pine.tem eection., concur with 
Hallock that compreuion wood is not easily identifiable 
on the ende of lodgepole pine lop in a wooda or mill 
environment. 
GENERAL STUDY PROCEDURE 
Locating and Selecting the 243 
Latifolia Trees 
The sample area spnnned from 40 to 60 degrees (inclu-
slve) at 2.5-degree intervals; the width of the sample area 
was 10 degrees or longitude, wi .. h sample area shifting 
2.5 degrees west for each 2.5 degrees shin north in 
latitude (fig. I). Sample band Mdth was 0.5 dell'" of 
la titude on each side of the nominal latitude line; each 
lati tude band was 1 degree deep in the north'80uth (liree-
tion (60 nautical miles), and 10 degrees oflongitude wide 
in the east.-west direction. 
Within each of these nine latitudinal sampling bandl, 
natural unthinned stands were identified with the follow-
ing constraints: adjacent to road tTaversable by pickup 
truck; within boundaries of National or Provincial for-e.ta; 
Dnd containing some more-or-less level benches or nata. 
It was found that at least nine such stands could be 
identified within each sampling band. The identified 
stands were ranked by elevation, and then the three high-
est, the three mOlt intennediate, and the three lowest 
were selected for sampling. These elevational zones were 
highest in the lOuth and lowest in the north; elevationa) 
zone width W8.1 broadest at midlatitude (fig. 2). 
On a bench or flat typical of each of these eelected 
stands, single trees 76 mm, 152 mm, and 228 mm in d.b.h . 
and free ofinsecla and diseases were taken that in the 
collectors view typified within·stand trees of these diame-
ters on that bench ar flat. Thus 27 latifolia uees were 
taken from each of the nine latitude&-3 diameters x 3 
elevations x 3 replications, far a tctal of 243 trees. 
It i. important to note that this sampling IICheme re-
sulted in selection of 76-, 152-, and 228-mm trees that 
were of approximately the same age, because most of the 
stands were off'ire origin. Thus, most ofthe small -
diameter trees were auppresaed, while the larger trees 
were the fast growers (table 1). 
Locating and Selecting the 36 
Murrayana Trees 
The sample areu extended from 37112 to 45 degrees 
lDtitude at 2.5 degree intervals; uees were sampled at 
37112, 40, 421ft, and 45 degrees-but only at one longitude 
per latitude (fig. I). 
The same three constraints on location applied to latiftr 
lia also applied to murrcyorw, but murrayon.o W88 
sampled only from midelevation lUI follows: 
Latltud o Elevation 
!hgrer. Meter. F ... 
37112 2,402 7,880 
40 1,676 5,499 
42112 2,006 6,581 
45 1,148 3,766 
Thul nine murTOYOI'IG uees were taken from each of the 
four latitude..-.3 diAmeters X 1 elevation x 3 replications, 
for • total 0(36 tr .... 
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Field and Laboratory Work 
For a complete dellCT'iption of the field work see Koch 
(1987, p. 9). See table 1 for summary information on the 
trees collected. 
Stem. Procedure-In the ibId the stem was shorn of 
branches 10 that it was complete from 152-mm-high 
stump to apical tip. By stretching a taut string between 
the 10- and 70-percent stem levell, the maximum crook 
was measured and recorded together with the stem level 
at which it occurred. 
From the 0, 10,20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and apical. 
tip level of the Item a pair of disks were removed-one 
50 mm thick and begged in polyethelene for labomtory 
detennination mmoisture content and specific gravity, 
the other 75 mm thick and air-dried for laboratory deter· 
mination of additional properties. 
Aloo transported from field to laboratory were two .tem 
sections with bark in 'Place-the first between stem levels 
10 and 20 percent, and the IJeCOnd between 20 and 30 
percent. In the laboratory these two stem sections were 
debarked and both wood and bark air dried and .tored. 
In the laboratory the number of annual rings at stump 
height was recorded, and the c.harac:terization msks air 
dried and stored. Each moisture disk was weighed green, 
ita volume meuured by water immersion, and ita bark 
thickne .. (as measured by diameter tape before and after 
debarking) ncorded. The debarked di.k WIl.O weighed and 
ita volume recorded. Heartwood was indicated byapplica-
tion offenic chloride IOlution (10 g FeCI in 90 g water) 
and split away from the sapwood, heartwood diameter 
waa meaaured, and heartwood weight and volume re-
cot"ded. 'The ovendry weights ofbark, sapwood, and heart-
wood cL each disk were then recorded. 
Dol4lrminln, COmp .. ..,;on.Wood COnl4lnt-From 
each 0( the 2,790 characterization air·dried di.ke of 
.temwood (10 di.ke from each of the 243latifiJlio tree. 
and 10 di.ke from each of the 36 murraycno tree') a .lice 
3 mm thick was accurately cut with a smooth-trim saw. 
Each di.k WIl.O placed on a light tablo to ",veal ito com· 
p ..... ion wood content using the method of Pillow (1941). 
The dillk outline and the outline ofthe compression wood 
prelent were delineated on a transparent IIheet of appro-
priate size. A dot grid was then superimpoeed on the 
transparency, and a count made of the dote within the 
entire disk and within the areas of delineated comp1"8s-
lion wood. From these counts, six columns cL data were 
derived: 
1. Number of the dots within each entire .temwood 
di.k . 
2. Number of dote within the areas of compression 
wood delineated on each di.k. 
3. Tho pelTontage of oach di.k area ropro .. nted by 
compreuion wood_ 
4. Tho total number of doto within tho onti", 10 di.ks 
of each tree. 
5. The number of dots within the compression wood 
content 0( all 10 di.ke of oech tree. 
6. The percentage 01 the enti1"8 stemwood of each tree 
represented by compression wood. 
1 
3 4 
Agurel-Compression wood partams (dartt areas) in bdgepole pine as YiewecI by Iran,miftlKf light: 
(1) usual development in &a:enlJic stem; (2) large araas of compression wood on opposite side, of pith; 
(3) circJing concentric streaks of compression wood from pith 10 bcn;; (.) disk with almosl no compres-
sion wood. Tho scate martt shows 1 em. 
The data from items 3 and 6 were entered on master 
computer-input data sheets, item 3 ehowing trends by 
height in each tree, and item 6 being a tree -average value. 
Additionally, a rode number was entered to designate 
the pattern in whi(h the compression wood appeared 
using a classification similar to that of Boone and 
Chudnoff(l972); see figure 8: 
1 • UIIUal eccentric 
2. opposite 
3 s (on(entric 
4 • a lmost none or none 
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AlIO, a number was entered designating the abeence or 
presence ofknote: 
0 :::1: no knots 
1 • knot or knota present in eectlon 
From these data, for each tree an a.rithmetic mean of the 
volume percentage of compression wood in eections with 
knota W88 derived and compared to the volume percent-
age of comprellsion wood in thoee eectiOni without knots. 
Because the disks were taken to avoid obvious knot 
dueters (inclusion of which would have confounded d ear-
wood specific gravity determinations), total compression 
A 
OUT- Of- ROUNDNESS INDEX 
MWOA D\A"'-
= iWOiiDiAii. 
•• PITH ECCENTRICITY 
B 
Agure 9--(A) 04finition of section muimum diame18r (maximum caliper, Inlide. ~ air 
dry). min« ciametor (Iho cliome"" 01"., larvo"cirdo ~ could be lnocr.- wi1hin. Iho 
section). r,. 'it' oul-of-roundness index. and pith eccenlJidty (e). ( B) Section illul~ 
Ihe typical case in which a line projected through pith and minor-ciameter center Inter-
sects the ODmpt'8ssion-wood area on the" side onty. 
wood associated with immediate proximity to knot clus-
ters in the stemwood was not evaluated. 
If, as reported by Hakkila and Panhelainen (1970), 
knotwood compri ... about 1'/3 percent of lodgepole 
stemwood, and if associated compression wood i. twice the 
knotwood volume, then compression wood related to knot· 
wood might be about 2'/3 percent of s temwood volume; 
this CMn putation il based on speculation, however. The 
study was not designed to ascertain the percentage of 
s temwood volume represented by knot-associated com-
pression wood, however , since obvious knot clusters were 
avoided if practical when sample eections were taken. 
Determininr Pith Eccentricity- Pith eccentricity of 
each di sk (fig. 9) was determined by overlaying each bark-
free disk with a transpar ency containing concentric circles 
inked a t 2-mm intervals ofradiua. The rings were placed 
to be as nearly aa possible coincident with the stem wood 
section to include the largest ring possible, and the eccen· 
tricity of the pith (from the center point ofthia largest 
included ring) measured to the nearest millimeter. An 
a rithmetic a verage of eccentricities oBhe 10 disks (levels 
0, 1110, "110, 'ho, 4110, '/Jo, ' /Jo, 7110, ' ho, a nd tlto) provided a 
statistic representati ve of the tree a verage. 
At the same ti me the major (major caliper) a nd minor 
(lorgest circle contained wi thi n the section) mameters of 
each di.k were recorded (fig. 9) a nd the minor marneter 
expressed 8.1 a proportion of the major diameter-which 
provided a me8.lure ofthe ou t-of-roundness of each sec-. 
tion. An unweighted arithmetic mean of these te n statis-
tics for each tree provided a tree-average index of 
.temwood out,.o(-roundneu. 
Recorded on the master computer-cia ta input sheets, 
",81 the fonowing infonnation on the .ur-dried disks: 
1. Pith eccentricity of each m.k. millimeters 
2. 'Tree-average pith eccentrici ty, mill imeters 
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3. Index of out-of-roundneu of each disk (minor 
diameter/m~r diameter} 
4. Tree-average index of stem wood out-of-roundneu 
Additionally, on the transpe.rency tracing of each 1eC-
tion, a line was drawn from the pith through the center-
point of the minOl'-diameter circle (fig. 9) and values for r I 
a nd r" recorded. From these values the ratios rlr." and 
elr were computed. When extended a.crou the section, 
thi'sline usually passed through compreuion wood areas 
within the section-but not always. Therefore the fonow-
ing code was ueed to record the situation: 
o _ line miSled all compression wood area 
1 = line p .... d through compreuion wood areas on 
r l side 
2:::1 line pasaed through compression wood areas on 
r.,side 
3 _ line paued through compression wood areas on 
both f' , and r ., sides 
4 _ no compression wood in section. 
Statistical Analysis 
Analysis of variance was made in three groupings 
(table 3): I4tifolio throughout ita principal latitudinal 
range of 40 through 60 degrees; murrayono through ita 
primary latitudinal range of 37112 through 45 degre" i 
a nd latifolio compared to murrayana at the three common 
latitude. of 40, 42'12 and 4S degree. (medium elevation 
only). 
For each of the two varieties, s tandard deviations for 
measured tree chaT8Cteristica were noted-usually by 
dia meter cl88l. with all other factors pooled. 
Con elations or inlereat obeerved in lotifolio between 
tree characteri stics (including those described in Koch 
[1987]) were a100 determined. 
A 
T.ble 3-Analysis of variance format 
Source 
Lati tude (L) 
Elevation (E) 
Diameter (D) 
LI E 
LI D 
EI D 
LIIE.O 
Error 
Tolai 
Lati tude 
Diameter 
LID 
Emir 
Tolai 
Variol)' (V) 
LatibJde 
Diameler 
Vi l 
V, D 
LI D 
V.L I O 
Error 
Tolai 
DogrMOol_ 
utJ(o/J. 
Mumy.,.. 
8 
2 
2 
16 
16 
• 32 
162 
242 
3 
2 
6 
24 
35 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
• 4 
36 
53 
RESULTS-GENERAL 
OBSERVATIONS ON ANATOMY 
Cellular Structure and Wood Color 
Tho transition from oarlywood to latewood i. gradual in 
compreuion wood (fig. 10), whereas it i. uaually abrupt in 
nonnal wood. As noted previously, pronounced compTes· 
Irion "'ood in tnmsvene section (fig. lla) is characterized 
by roundne .. of cell., presence of intercellular space .. 
checks in the inner portion of tho aecondary wall, and 
(fig. Ub) abaence of tho S,layer. Mild or moderate com-
preuion wood may display only two or three of these four 
attribute •. 
The color of normal lodgepole pine upwood viewed in 
thin eec:tiona over a light table i.light amber. Compression 
wood i. diacem.ible sa more~r·le .. opaque area.-ranging 
in color from orange smudgea (mild), to brown areas (mod· 
orate), to nearly black rna ..... (pronounced). Micrographs 
of areas containing the .. coloration. confirmed theM de-
grees of compreuion wood .. verity. 
Patterns ofCompressioD Wood 
Patterns of compreesion wood can be classified aa shown 
in figure 8, with most sections developing compression 
wood on the" side (6g. 9 right and tablo 4), and most 
showing primarily annular patterns developed over leas 
than ISO· segments. When compression wood. is mild, it is 
usually concentrated. in the latewood of' annual rings. 
B 
F1gur.1O-Photomic:rographs of cross sections of normallodgepde pine wood (A) and compression wood (9). 
In normal wood 1he n nsition in 08'11 size and wan 1hicMess is abrupt between earlywood and latGWOOd; compres-
sion wood exhibits a graciJaJ transition in those dimensions. 
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A B 
Flgur. 111-Scanning e4ectr0n micrographs of lodgepole piM normal wood (Al and compres-
sion wood (8). The eartywood tracheids at the top of each micrograph are similar in size and 
shape. The latewood trachoKis show significant ditferences. however. Rounded trac:heids. 
intercenular spaces, and -c::hecked" walls are typical of compression wood----in marked contrast 
to normallatewood cells , 
I \ 
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Flgur. 11 b-P~rized-light mlCfographs ollodgepokJ pine. (A) Normal wood disp'aying 
tyPIcal d'lree-layared cen walls (bright 53' darit 51' and bright 5,). (8) Compression wood 
WIth 5 J lay9f absent 
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As noted above it most frequently occurs (47 percent 
of all sections examined) in pattern 'I, with intennittent 
years, or groups of years, affected (fig. 12). From luch 
frequent patterns, one might infer that each lodgepole 
pine has 8 sensing and correction system that functions 
to maintain its stem in an erect mode. One could villUal. 
ize this system operating much like the automatic pilot 
system of an airplane that maintains it in level flight. 
An observer of the controls of an airplane operating under 
the automatic pilot sees the controls periodically move to 
restore attitude; much of the time, however, the controls 
are in neutral. Thus it seems that the tree periodically 
signals for formation of compresaion wood to right itaelf, 
and then switches off the signal when the correction is 
complete. 
Not infrequently trees overcorrect. possibly giving riee 
to pattern .2 (fig. 8). 
Pattern. in Lalifolio Compa'!'ed to ThON in 
Murroyona-The most prevalent compression wood 
pattern in sections of both lotifolio and murroyona was 
pattern f1 (fig. 8), which occurred in 47 percent of all 
sections examined in each variety. About one-third of the 
total sections in each variety had little or no compresaion 
wood, 88 follows: 
P.ttem lI,480oeetioDo 88Oeediona 
(_11,.8) I41ifoUa ..... rroyona 
........ . ·pucenJ ········· · 
#1 47.0 47.2 
#2 9.1 2.5 
#3 9.3 6.7 
#4 34.6 33.6 
Total 100.0 100.0 
P.ttem V.riation With Tree D.b.h~LaI;folia and 
mU11"CyonG trees 76 mm in d.h.h. have a emaller percent-
age or IKtions with little or no cnmpreuion wood (and-in 
Iotifolio-c largor percentage with compreolion wood pat· 
tern #1) than treee 152 mm and 228 mm in d.b.h . (table 4). 
Pattem VariatioD With E\ev.«oaal ZoD&-Di.tribu· 
tion of pattern. af comp""';on wood in Ioti(olia appears to 
be unrelated to elevational zone, as followa: 
PattemiD El .. atioaaJ. :lODe 
I41ifoUa Low Mediam IIIcb 
•. . • - .• • p~rotnt . - ....•• 
#1 47.5 46.3 47.1 
.2 9.6 8.4 9.4 
#3 7.0 10.5 10.4 
#4 35.9 34.8 33.1 
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Figure 12-Froquently observed configuration 01 pattern .1 in lodgepole pine in which Ihe c:ompreuion wood hat been 
lormed in annular groupings during inlarminent years. (A) Section at stump height from latifolia tree 152 mm in d.b.h. 
sampled at 45° latitude and medium efevattol'l--f'8plicate It ; multiple panial bands of compression wood. (8) Same 
tree sampled at 30 percent 01 tree height had only one band of eompressk:m wood. Scale maft( shows 1 em. 
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Tabl. 4-Variation in percentage of four c:ompr8S1ion wood 
patterns in latifolia and mLmJy'" tra1SY8f'S8 stem 
sectKw1s rela18d 10 1r8e d.b.h.' 
D.b.h. 
mm .. .. ... --- -Pen:on, ------- ---
url/ou. 
76 51 .' 9.5 11.1 28.0 
152 '7.3 5.8 8.3 38.6 
228 '2.2 12.1 8.5 37.2 
Average '7.0 9.1 9.3 3U 
",.,.,.". 
76 48.3 22.5 13.' 15.8 
152 55.0 6.7 2.5 35.8 
228 38.3 8.3 ' .2 '9.2 
Average '7.2 12.5 6.7 33.6 
ISM figln a for ~ deftnhlont. o.a unlNrizlld from 2.430 
Mdons 01 lalilola, and 310 -=dana of rnurr-r-. 
Pattern Variation With Latitude-With data on tree 
d.b.h. and elevational zone. pooled, the per<entego of the 
2,430 latifolio oection. with little or no compreuion wood 
was negatively correlated with latitude (tabulation foHow. 
ing and fig. 13). Converoely, the penentego at _tiona 
with pattern .1 compreuion wood was poeitively corre· 
la~d with latitude. Latitude ... ao unrelated to poreentego 
occurrence or compreuion wood pattemsl2 and .3 in 
Iatifoli4 (fig. 13). 
The 360 mW'TO)'01IQ aectiona had different latitudinal 
variation; that iI, percentages of sections with little or no 
compression wood were positively correlated with latitude 
(fig. 13), while percentag .. of oectiono with pattern .1 
were negatively corTelated with latitude as fonows: 
CompreaioD wood pattern 
Latitude 1 2 3 4 
lhgr«. .•• • .. . ··PeTOl!Ill···· ·· .... 
Lolifolio 
40 41.1 10.7 16.3 31.9 
42.5 47.8 11 .5 11.5 29.2 
45 41.5 11.1 4.8 42.6 
47.5 42.2 9.3 6.3 42.2 
50 38.2 5.9 14.4 41.5 
52.5 56.7 7.8 5.5 30.0 
55 45.6 5.9 12.6 35.9 
57.5 45.6 14.0 5.2 35.2 
60 64.1 5.9 7.0 23.0 
Murro,CUIo 
37.5 55.5 10.0 6.7 27.8 
40 45.5 17.8 8.9 27.8 
42.5 53.3 7.8 4.5 34.4 
45 34.4 14.4 6.7 « .5 
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figure 13-Compression wood paMmS in transwtf'1.9 
sl8m sections from 243 ,.~. and 36 mc.rr.y.,. trees 
relalOd to l.tiOJdo. See figure 8 lot pollOm cIolinitions. 
In both varieti ... oections oampled at 45 degr ... 
through 50 degrees latitude had the greateot proportion 
of oectiono f .... of eompreooion wood (fig. 13). 
Pattern V.riatlon With llelrht ill Tn&-In both 
la.tifoUo and MUIT'C)'OIIQ incidence of compreuion wood 
pattern .1 dominates nur ground level, but incidence m 
this pattern dimini.h •• with height in tree (fig. 14). Con-
veraely, sections free ofcompreelion wood an infrequent 
in the lower stem, but upper stem aections are mOTe fre-
quently free of compression wood. Neither pattern 12 nor 
pattern.3 are deocriptive of more than 20 percent at the 
IeCtions analyzed, and correlation of'these patterna' incl· 
denee with height ia weak (fig. 14). Ave"... valu .. porti-
tioned by poreentego height in tr .. above a 152-mm-high 
stump top (with data on tree d.b.h., latitude, and eleva-
tional zone pooled) are wmmarized aa (onowa: 
Percentage Compression wood pattern 
oCtree height 1 2 3 4 
.... .... Percent · .•. .. .• . 
Lolifolio 
0 62.1 5.8 8.6 23.5 
10 56.4 10.3 13.2 20.1 
20 56.0 6.2 11.1 26.7 
30 52.7 8.2 12.4 26.7 
40 46.9 8.2 9.1 35.8 
50 44.4 5.4 12.8 37.4 
60 40.3 9.9 9 .1 40.7 
70 38.3 11.9 7.0 42.8 
80 37.4 10.3 6.6 45.7 
90 35.0 15.2 3.3 46.5 
Murro,CUIo 
0 69.4 2.8 16.7 11.1 
10 61.1 11.1 13.9 13.9 
20 50.0 16.7 8.3 25.0 
30 55.5 13.9 5.6 25.0 
40 44.4 16.7 8.3 30.6 
50 50.0 13.9 2.8 33.3 
60 27.8 16.7 5.5 50.0 
70 50.0 8.3 0.0 41.7 
80 41.7 11.1 0.0 47.2 
90 22_2 13.9 5.6 58.3 
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Agur.14-Compression wood patterns in transverse 
stem sections from 20&3 latilolia and 36 mLmJY'" trees 
related to p9fcontage height from 152-mm-high srump 
top to apical tip. See figure 8 for panom definitions. 
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RESUL'I'S---COMPRESSION WOOD 
CONTENT AND DISTRIBUTION 
Knots and Compression Wood 
In transverse aections of'stems containing knots and 
viewed over a light table-or even under the light micro-
lCO~we found it extremely difficult to distinguish shad· 
inp c:aueed by grain deviations from thoee caueed by 
compression wood. Our impression is that acijacent to 
knot perimeters (viewed in atem tranavene eection) there 
is leas compreuion wood preeent than the shading from 
light impedence wggeota. The grain direction within the 
.temwood knota, and their reein content, precluded any 
light-table analyoi. at their compreooion wood eon~nt, 
and knot area was excluded from all totala of compression 
wood area in stem croee sections. Figure 15 is included to 
give the reader lOme idea of the grain di.tortions around 
lodgepole pine knota. 
In comparing the compreooion wood content-by tree 
average-of' sections with knota and sections without 
knots, the data are inconclullive as to whether pre.nee of' 
Mota in croes sections increues or deere .. s the percent-
age of compresllion wood in the eections. Tree·average 
values of sections with no knots and eection. with knota 
were as followa: 
D.h.h. 
76 
152 
228 
All 243 tree. 
76 
152 
228 
All 36 tree. 
No .... ota Contabdnr .... ota 
Peru"' compn .. io" wood 
LoJifolio 
7.3 5.7 
3.7 2.8 
4.8 4.3 
5.3 4.2 
Murro)'GIIO 
10.6 
4.6 
2.5 
5.9 
14.2 
3.4 
2.9 
7.0 
The study was focuaed on transverse sectional but a few 
longitudinal sections through knote and pith were exam-
ined to confinn the imprellrion that compression wood 
often forms in stems immediately below branches. Not 
always present, such compresaion wood was evident to 
..,me degree in about 30 percent of the longitudinal ooc-
tions examined (fig. 16). 
Surprisingly. tree-average percentage of compression· 
wood volume in stems of the 24Sla.tifolia trees in the 
main study was negatively (and significantly) correlatej 
with number of live and dead brancheli that is, treel with 
leut numbers of branches had moat percentage of com· 
prellion wood. The relationahlp was weak, howeveT, 
accounting for only about 2 percent of the observed 
variation . 
Agur.1S-TranswIW section through knot of lafifoiia. Grain deviations in vicinity of knot preclude 
accurate assessment of compression wood content by light·tab~ melhod 
Agur. 11-l.ongitudnal sectSons of ,.,fifolill showing compression wood (arrows) fon'ned below 
branctIes SectJons masu('9 about 65 mm in damel8t. 
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Geographic Variation and Variation 
Among Trees by D.b.h. Class and 
Elevational Class-Latifolia 
Trees 76 mm in d.b.h . had significantly higher stem-
average percentage of compression wood than those 
152 mm or 228 mm in d.h.h .; the 152·mm trees had the 
lowest percentage, as follows: 
Number Compre •• ion 
Tree d.h.h. ortnes 'Wood content 
76 
152 
228 
81 
81 
81 
Percent 
7.5 
4.0 
5.2 
With data from trees of all diameten pooled, tree-
average percentage compression wood did not vary signifi-
cantly by elevational zone; averages were as follows: 
Elevational PercenUige 
zone compreaion wood 
Low 
Medium 
High 
5.1 
5.6 
5 .9 
Similarly. with data from the 243 14.ifo/ia tr ... of all 
diameters and elevations pooled, tree-average percentage 
of compression wood did not difl'er signi6cantly with lati-
tude, 88 follows: 
Lam"d. 
lJqpft. 
40 
42.5 
45 
47.5 
50 
52.5 
55 
57.5 
60 
COmp ..... ion 
wood content 
P~l'f%nt 
5.6 
5.3 
3 .8 
6.0 
5.6 
6.1 
7.2 
4.7 
5.6 
There were no significant interaction. among the three 
!acton: d.b.h ., elevational zone, and latitude. Table 6 
IUmmari ... the data by th ... three facton, dillJ>laying 
moans, standard deviaUons, and range.. With data from 
all 243 tree. pooled. the mean _·average per<entage of 
compression wood WIllI 5.5 percent, with range from 0.0 to 
36.1 percent. Among th .... onlyono .tom WIllI freo of 
compression wood-<ll52·mm _ from laUtuda 57.5 
degree. in the low elovaUonal zono (table 5). 
Each aampling band (fig. 1) WIllI 10 degree. of longitude 
wide and wu divided into 10 longitudinal zones. Neither 
longitudinal zone nor longitude (degree.) wu oigni6. 
eantly correlated with percentage r:L compreNion wood. 
Table ~Mean, ltandard deviation. and range in n.a...,. percentage compression 
wood in Siems of latilolis by latitude, akNationat clalS, and Ir88 d.b.h.' 
Low 
Medium 
Hig~ 
Low 
Medium 
High 
Low 
Medium 
High 
T_d.b .... 
78mm 152mm 228,"," Ali_ 
............. ....... . -......... .. .... .. .. .. 
9.24 (8.58) 
3.8-19. 1 
5.28 (0.71) 
4 .1>5.8 
6.63 (5.04) 
3 .3-12.4 
5.04 (1.02) 
4 .2~.2 
6.23 (7.65) 
0 .7' 15.0 
6 .45 (5.29) 
1.1·11.7 
6.21 (0 .84) 
5 .S-7.1 
7.52 (2.61) 
5 .2· 10.3 
6.75 (7.41) 
0.8-15.1 
WudlUdo 
8 .25 (9.64) 
1.2· 19.2 
2.35 (1 .57) 
0.5-3.3 
2.02 (1 .58) 
0 .3-3.5 
42.5' udlUdo 
5.54 (3.25) 
2.3-6.8 
0 .85 (0.88) 
0 .3-1.9 
1.54 (1 .13) 
0 .4-2.6 
45· udtude 
2 .~(2.52) 
0.7·5.3 
3 .50 (2.0"') 
I .U .3 
1.36 (0 .82) 
0.6-2.2 
21 
7.55 (2.44) 
4.7·9.0 
2.96 (2.75) 
0.3-5.8 
5.71 (4 .71) 
1.8-10.9 
3.43 (1 .37) 
1 .~.4 
13.47 (12.7) 
2.7-27.5 
4.77(2.12) 
2.5-6.7 
0.93 (0.43) 
0.6-1.4 
2.42 (1.77) 
1.2".4 
3.13(1.49) 
1 ...... 1 
8.35 (6.61) 
1.2· 19.2 
3.53(2.11) 
0.3-5.8 
4.79 (4.12) 
0 .3-12.4 
4.67 (2.07) 
U.s.8 
6 .85 (9.23) 
0 .3-27.5 
4.25 (3.62) 
0 .... 11.7 
3.20 (2.71) 
0.6-7.1 
4.48 (3.07) 
1.2· 10.3 
3.75 (4.48) 
0 .6-15.1 
(coo.) 
Toblo $-(Con.) Identification of Trees That Will Have Elevation (meten) 
EJoyI1loNlI Trood.b.ll. High Stem.Average Compression 
Age at stump top 
Maximum .tem crook 
cl ... 78mm 152mm 221 rnm AII_ Wood Contentr-Latifolia Stamwoocl-average out-or-roundneas index; that i., 
• ••••.•••••...•• •• ••• Porosnt ••• ••••• ••••• - ••. •.. Although tree-average percentage of compression wood mjnor/m~r diameter, average for 10 heighta in 
47.5' Ladludo was not significantly related to geographic location 
each stem 
Oatitude, longitude, and elevation), it was significantly Crown ratio 
Low 1.74 (0.82) 2.59 (1 .90) 11 .57 (9.38) 5.30 (6.73) Width oftive crown 
1.2·2.7 0.6-4.3 1.2·19.4 0.6-19.4 
correlated (0.05 level) with many other tree charactens-
Nwnber of cones on fint foot of top 25 branches 
Medium 8.07(7.70) 5.74 (5.52) 7.18 (1 .37) 7.00 (U9) 
tics, 88 follows! 
Total weight of live branches, ovendry' 
2 .... 16.8 2.2·12.1 6.2-8.7 2.2·16.8 Sign of correlation and charac::terietic r (including bark, but not foliage) 
High 9.63 (10.77) 3.27(0.90) 4.18 (3.94) 5.69 (6.48) Positive Total stump-root weight including 
2.1·22.0 2.2-3.8 1.2-8.6 1.2·22.0 Tree.average pith eccentricity (e), by d.b .h. bark, ovenclJy 
50" Ladludo 76mm 0.492 Total etemwood weight, ovendry 
Low 3.98(3.11) 1.82(2.13) 4.56 (2.76) 3.45 (2.65) 152mm .371 Total aapwood weight, ovendry 
1.G-7.2 0.1>4.3 1.6-7.1 0.So7.2 228mm .228 Total heartwood weight, ovendry 
Medium 6.31 (S.25) 7.72 (5.39) 6.39 (U6) 6.81 (4.48) Tree-average elrl' a11 values .336 Complete.trae weight, ovendry 
1.2·11 .7 1.7·12.0 2.3-11.5 1.2·12.0 Tree.average elr1• by d.h.h. Bark proportion of complete-tree weight, ovendry 
High 10.22 (9.59) 1.92(0.89) 7.12 (4.79j 6.42(6.49) 76mm .484 Foliage proportion of complete.trae weight, ovendry 
1.9-20.7 0.9-2.7 2.G-ll .4 0.9-20.7 152mm .325 Stemwood proportion of complete.tree weight, 
52.5' Ladludo 228mm .284 
ovendry 
Low 7.34 (S.35) S.77 (4 .79) 1.48(0.58) 4.86 (4046) 
Stemwood·average epecific gravity .324 Stembark-average specific grevity 
'I', ( ... fig . 9 for definition) .319 Stembark-average moi.ture content 
2.3-13.0 1.7· 11 .0 1.1·2.2 1.1-13.0 Stemwood.average moi.ture content 
Medium 10.03 (7.79) 5.77 (2.81) 5.46 (2.90) 7.09 (4.91) 
Average live·branch angle .233 
d" (see fig. 9 for definition) .230 Heartwood. moilture content 
1.1·15.4 4.G-9.0 2.3-8.0 1.1·15.4 
High 12.14 (5.90) 4.27 (3.84) 2.88 (0.67) 6.43 (5.58) 
Cone weight (computed from the number Moilture content of complete tree 
and weight of cones on the first foot of Stem taper to baee of'live crown, millimeters per 
7.6-18.8 0.8-8.4 2.2-3.5 0.8-18.8 the top 2S branches) proportion of complete. meter 
55' Ladludo tree weight, ovendry basis .128 Stem taper within live crown, mi11imeten per meter 
low 4.93 (4.56) 8.84 (4.79) 9.92 (6.22) 7.90 (5.08) Stump·root proportion of complete.tree When evaluating entire .tem. of latifolia trees, highest 
0.6-9.7 3.8-13.3 4.2·16.6 0.6-16.6 weight, ovendry basis .126 proportion of compres.sion wood. content will be found in 
Medium 10.98 (5.86) 6.59 (3.43) 1.86(1 .09) 6.48 (5.24) Negative 810w·growing, small·diameter (for example, 76 mm), short 
4.3-15.4 3.7· 10.4 1.G-3.1 1.G-1S.4 Average live·branch diameter trees with little heartwood at stump height, larga live· 
High 9.52 (13.54) 8.37 (8.88) 3.64 (0.75) 7.18(8.54) 
-0.181 
0.8-2S.1 3.G-18.6 3.1-4.5 0 .8- ~5. 1 
Sapwood moisture content, stem-average - .178 branch angle, high .temwood. specific gravity, and a rela· 
Stem diameter at base oftive crown - .173 tively high proportion of complete.tree weight repre .. nted 
57.5' Ladludo Diameter at breast height - .169 by the .tump·root sy.tem and by cone •. Because rompres· 
low S.48 (1 .27) 0.91 (1 .43) 3.24 (2.75) 3.21 (2.59) Diameter at lS2-mm.high stump - .167 sion wood. is more dense than "'nonna1" wood, it is logical 
4.s-&.9 0.G-2.6 0 .~.3 0.G-6.9 Length of live crown -.161 that stemwood-average specific gravity ofb-ees with much 
Medium 5.07 (1.78) 3.85 (2.36) 4.06 (1 .26) 4.33 (1 .70) Heartwood diameter at top of 152.mm.high compre"'on wood should be higher than specific grevity 
3.6-7.1 2.1-6.S 2.6-4.8 2.1·7.1 stump - .160 in trees with little or no comprellion wood. 
High 2.79 (0.68) 2.59 (3.1) 14.19(19.01) 6.53(11 .22) Tree height from 152.mm.high .tump top to Lowest stem·average proportion. of compression wood 
2.1-3.5 0.S-&.2 2.2-36.1 0.5-36.1 apical tip - .158 will be found in fast·growing, tan trees with long crowns, 
110" Ladludo Stump-average bark thickness -.155 comprieed of many branche .. which typically have large 
Low 10.29 (6.30) 2.36 (1 .79) 1.59(1 .33) 4.75 (S.35) 
Stemberk thickne." at 152·mm-high diameter but small branch angle (and a relatively high 
3.G-14.4 0.4-4.0 0.s-3.1 0 .... 14.4 
stump top -.149 proportion of comP,lete.tree weight repreaented by 
Medium 7.19 (2.34) 2.34 (1 .02) 2.93 (3.59) 4.1S(3.18) Number of dead branches -.144 
branches), high sapwood moisture content, much heort-
5.H .8 1.3-3.3 0.7·7.1 0.H .8 
Number of live branches 
-.142 wood. at 8tump height, thick stump bark, and a low pro-
High 16.13 (6.72) 4.06 (3.50) 3.32 (0.30) 7.84 (7.29) 
Average width of annual rings at top of portion of complete.tree weight repreeented hy the stump-
8.6-21 .6 0.S07.S 3.1-3.7 0.So21 .6 
152.mm.high stump 
-.141 root .ystem. Stemwood. in such tree. will have lower 
Branch proportion of complete·tree weight, specific grevity than the stemwood of tr ... with a high 
Pooled 7.45 (5.87) 3.95 (3.92) 5.18 (5.68) S.53 (5.41) ovendry -.129 proportion of compression wood. 
0.6-2S.1 0.G-19.2 0.3-36.1 0.G-36.1 Also of interest is the lack of significant correlation 
Variation of Compression Wood 
'Entin In h body of h table Ihow". mMn percer'lt-ue. 1ot1owed by' h IWIda-d deQ!Ion'" between percentage of compression wood content in 14tifo· 
pwenf1nn; 1.-cI bekIw Ihete two .1atI11IcI 1. 1M ,~. lie stems with the following tree characteristics: Content Within Tree Stems-Latifolia 
Latitude Compression wood content varied significantly with 
Longitude (degree.) percentage of height in latifolie trees. the relationship 
Longitudinal zone difTering by d .b .h. cia .. (tab)e 6 and figa. 17 and 18). 
22 23 
Table 6-Variation in IaDfoIia and murraYlllfs of percentage cotnpf'8Ilion wood, out-of-roundnesl index, pith eccen-
lridty, minor ciamell9r, compresskM"l wood area, and grosl c::roIl-sectionaI1W'88 with percentage height in 
tree from '52-mm-high srump top to apic!ll tip (see figure 9 for definitions) 
D.b.h. 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
.. '28 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
76 
'152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
11.1 
5.2 
6.0 
0.88 
.88 
.87 
7.4 
12.5 
20.2 
0.16 
.13 
... 
1.56 
1.43 
1.41 
69.1 
142.1 
215.5 
482 
942 
2.507 
4.317 
18.267 
42.722 
22.7 
10.0 
6.4 
0.88 
.87 
.86 
9.3 
19.3 
22 6 
020 
.18 
.14 
10 
8.7 
5.2 
7.5 
0.91 
.91 
.91 
5.0 
9.0 
1 • . 8 
0.12 
.11 
.12 
1.35 
1.32 
1.35 
65.7 
128.4 
192.9 
325 
740 
2.416 
3 .750 
14.285. 
32.249 
17.6 
8.2 
2.6 
0.90 
.91 
.93 
6.8 
8.9 
13.1 
0,16 
.11 
.11 
20 
7.3 
4.3 
5.9 
0.92 
.92 
.92 
3.9 
7.1 
13.4 
0.10 
.10 
.12 
1.30 
1.27 
1.32 
"""""00 0'_ height 
30 40 50 10 
t.tIf.,,. 
Comprnalon wood oon,""' (_,) 
5.8 6.3 5.2 5.3 
3.7 2.9 2.7 ' .5 
5.4 3.5 2.9 •. 9 
Out--o • ..-oundnee. Index 
0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 
.92 .92 .92 .91 
.92 .92 .92 .91 
PI'" __ 1rIc11y, e(mm) 
3.6 3.4 2.8 2.4 
7.2 6.2 5.7 5.1 
11 .8 10.3 9.8 9.1 
0.10 
.10 
.11 
1.29 
1.27 
1.30 
.', 
0.10 
.10 
.11 
rl'. 
1.29 
1.26 
1.28 
0.09 
.10 
.11 
1.26 
1.24 
1.28 
Minor dlam"" (mm) 
0.09 
.10 
.11 
1.24 
1.26 
1.30 
62.8 59.0 54.6 49.' 43.2 
121 .5 114.3 107.6 96.4 87.7 
162.3 172.5 159.2 145.6 129.4 
Compr ... lon wood ar .. (mm') 
247 172 164 107 86 
541 416 291 232 173 
1.660 1.377 750 528 589 
Gro •• cro •• ..-ctIonel ..... 0' wood (mrn') 
3.400 2.996 2.588 2.129 1.641 
12.690 11 .260 9.914 8.280 6.691 
26.498 25.441 21 .920 18.199 14.688 
Muna.,.". 
Comprnalon wood 000,""' (_') 
15.6 10.0 12.8 7.3 5.5 
2.6 3.4 3.0 2.3 2.8 
2.2 2.7 3.5 2.0 .8 
0.93 
.92 
.92 
6.3 
8.1 
12 .• 
0.16 
.11 
.11 
OUI~f"'oundn ... Indn 
0.91 0.91 0.89 
.92 .92 .g2 
.92 .92 .91 
PIth __ Ir'clly, e(mm) 
4.1 3.8 2.9 
6.0 5.6 5.7 
13.8 9.7 7.8 
0.11 
.09 
.13 
.r, 
0.12 
.09 
. 11 
24 
0.10 
.10 
.09 
0.91 
.91 
.91 
2.2 
4.3 
7.1 
0.09 
.09 
.09 
70 
6.0 
2.1 
2.9 
0.91 
.91 
.91 
2.0 
4.0 
6.7 
0.09 
.09 
.10 
1.26 
1.25 
1.26 
35.7 
73.5 
108.4 
71 
102 
293 
1.129 
4.772 
10.320 
9.2 
1.6 
1.4 
0.89 
.92 
.91 
2.0 
3.0 
6.4 
0.10 
. 08 
.10 
10 
7.3 
2.9 
3.9 
0.89 
.90 
.90 
1.6 
3.0 
4.8 
0.09 
.09 
.10 
1.26 
1.25 
1.26 
27.0 
56.9 
81 .8 
48 
84 
224 
669 
2.891 
5.956 
4.6 
6.4 
1.7 
0.89 
.91 
.92 
0.9 
2.8 
2.6 
0.07 
.09 
. 06 
SKI 
6.3 
4.0 
5.4 
0.87 
.88 
.90 
0.9 
2.2 
3.2 
0.09 
.10 
.11 
1.20 
1.28 
1.28 
16.0 
33.0 
46.5 
16 
44 
112 
249 
1.050 
1.978 
9.1 
2.1 
3.2 
0 .88 
.IKI 
. 90 
0.6 
1.3 
1.9 
0 .08 
.09 
.08 
(con.) 
~ 
z 
w 
Tabl. s--.{Coo .) 
D.b.h. 
76 
152 
226 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
76 
152 
228 
1.76 
1.78 
1.57 
66.4 
139.6 
214.8 
895 
1.926 
2.940 
4.008 
17.912 
42.623 
10 
1.49 
1.36 
1.29 
64.0 
128.6 
193.3 
647 
1.176 
804 
3.635 
14.301 
31 .702 
1A7lFOLIA 
20 
1.48 
1.29 
1.35 
1.34 
1.23 
1.36 
'1'. 
1.34 
1.26 
1.25 
1.26 
1.27 
1.24 
Minor CU ...... {mm) 
1.22 
1.23 
1.25 
62.8 58.1 52.9 46.1 39.4 
120.8 112.3 103.3 92.8 79.9 
161 .2 169.8 156.1 140.3 122.8 
Compr ... lon wood __ (mml) 
541 303 325 141 75 
328 362 273 177 181 
627 666 742 336 106 
Gro •• c .. o .. ...ctIonai ..... 0' wood (mrn') 
3.391 2.940 2.468 1.916 1.380 
12.481 10.632 9.204 7.474 5.6« 
28.250 24.696 20.815 17.113 13.150 
" 228 ffi 5 - - ... 
!!:. 
I-
ffi 
---- ~.~. ~. :.:. ::~~ ~ .;.:<~~ '52 
~ o,!-~~c-~~-cc-~~~~~~ o o 10 2030 0&0 SO eCl 70 80 to 100 
70 
1.30 
1.20 
1.31 
31 .2 
66.2 
101.6 
78 
53 
125 
875 
3.859 
9.090 
10 
1.24 
' .29 
1.12 
22.7 
49.5 
73.6 
20 
115 
67 
461 
2.210 
4.736 
SKI 
1.17 
1.18 
1.20 
13.2 
27.4 
39.1 
.4 
7 
42 
166 
700 
1.447 
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HEIGHT IN TREE (PERCENT) 
Figure 17- Variation 01 compression wood content with 
height in siems of lati folia (81 01 each d .b.h.) and mur· 
rayana (12 of each d.b.h.) trees of three diameters . 
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" HEIGHT IN TREE (PERCENT) 
Flgur. 11-Variation with height in tree 01 com-
prau ion wood crou-sectional ara8 and grail 
cross·sectional Br88 (befit-free) in Jatifolis trees 01 
three diameters. See table 6 lor numeric values . 
When the percentage compression wood content of each 
of the 2,43() (243 trees x 10 heights) i4tifolia sections was 
correlated-ond each of the 360 murroyona sections 
simila rly correlated-with each section's other properties , 
some sign ificant relationships were evident, as follows: 
Section's characteristic 
correlated with the 
section'. percentage of 
compression wood 
Lolifolio Murrayono (" = 2.430) (" = 360) 
Posi tive correlations 
r / r2 (fig. 19) 
elr, (fig. 19) 
Specific gravity of wood (fig. 20) 
Pith eccentricity. e (fig. 20) 
Nega tive correlations 
Out-of·roundness index (fig. 20) 
Height above ground, meters 
Moisture content of wood 
Minor diame ter 
0.378 
.362 
.299 
.187 
-11.180 
-.150 
- .136 
- .040 
r 
0.518 
.489 
.409 
.230 
-11.188 
- .370 
- .309 
- .171 
These correla tions suggest that sections (or short logs) 
sampled in latifolia stems will tend to have high percent-
ages of compression wood ifthey are out of round and close 
to ground level, and have eccentric piths, high specific 
gravi ties, and low moisture contents. Also, there is a weak 
tendency for smal1·diameter wood to h&ve more percentage 
com pression wood content than large-diameter wood. 
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IlURRAYANA 
Y. - 13.59 • 14 .90 X 
, . 0.518 
se.7.90 
Y _ - 10.08 . 11.68 X 
,.0.378 
se . 5.85 
t.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 100 3.25 1 50 175 
,/ ", 
ItIVRRAYANA 
V __ u 5.67.45X 
r _ 0.489 
58 _ 8.06 
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 
sh, 
Figure 19-Regression equations relating compr9ssion 
wood content of indviWaI stem secbons in Istifolia (n '" 
2.430) and murrayat'lB (n • 360) to M'O measures of pith 
eccentno!y (d'i and '1'') , 
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Flgur. 2G-Regression equations lor rhrea 
sacbon characteristics signiflcandy re4ated to 
compression wood content 01 incividual s16m 
sactions in JatJ'foIja (n .. 2.430) and mlHTsyans 
(n .. 360) trees. Wood specific graviry is based 
on green w luma and ovondry weight. 
Location of Sections Free of Compre •• ion Wood-
See previous di scu89ion of pattern .4 occurrence under 
heading"'Resul t8~neral Observations and Anatomy". 
Location Within Section Where Compl"e •• ion 
Wood Wiu Probably Be Concentrated- Analysis of .1I 
the aections that did contain compression wood indicated 
that the location of the major a reas of compression wood 
in a section or log end- though not easily distinguishable 
visual1y-can usua l1y be predicted. Tha t is, a line pro. 
jected from the pith through the center of the largest 
circle that can be inscribed within the section will usually 
pass through the main area ofccmpression wood on the r l 
side or on both the r , and r2 sides (fig. 9), as follows: 
Description of line 
intersection with 
compression wood area 
Intersection on r l side only (fi g. 9. right) 
Intersection 011 r 2 side only 
Intersection on both r I and 
r2 sides 
Line did not in ter sect 
com pression wood areas 
on ei ther r , or r2 side 
Latifolia Murrayana 
. .... Percent ··· · · 
61.8 
5.5 
18.1 
14.6 
68.6 
5.1 
17.8 
8.5 
100.0 100.0 
'Thus-with data on d.b.h. classes pooled-the line de· 
picted in figure 9 (right) passed through a major area of 
compression wood on the r 1 side (or on both the r l and r2 
sides) in 79.9 percent ofth06e sections with compression 
wood in latifolia and 86.4 percent of the murrayana sec-
tions that contained compression wood. 
These proportions varied with d.b.h ., however, as 
follows: 
D.b.h. Latifolia Murra,ana 
. . ..... Percent · . - . . . . -
r , intersection (or both r , and r2 intersections) 
76 86.8 94.1 
152 85.4 83.1 
228 68.8 80.0 
Line did not intersect compression wood 
areas on either r , or T2 side 
76 7.9 2.0 
U 2 9~ W.4 
228 24.9 15.0 
As noted previously, compression wood is extremely dlf-
ficult to detect vi sually on exposed log ends under woods 
or mill conditions. Log sections tha t probably contain 
compression wood can be identified, however ; see figures 
19 and 20 with associa ted di scussion. In such logs, a saw· 
yer can predict tha t compression wood present will proba. 
bly lie along the line depicted in figure 9b-end most 
likely be on the r , side . With thi s knowledge, the sawyer 
may be able to place the compression wood where it will be 
least damaging in the product he is manufacturing. 
Variation Among Trees by D.b.h. Class 
and Latitude -Murrayana 
Variety murrayana trees 76 mm in d.b.h. had sigr\lfi · 
cnntly higher stem·average percentage of compreS51on 
wood than those 152 mm or 228 mm in d.h.h . Compres. 
sion·wood content was negatively correlated with d.b.h . as 
follows: 
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Number Compre .. ion 
Tree d.b.h. of tree. wood content 
mm Percen' 
76 12 14.3 
152 12 5.5 
228 12 3.3 
Average 7.7 
With data from the 36 murrayana trees pooled. tree· 
averaJe percentage of compresaion wood dld not differ sig· 
nificantly with latitude. as follows: 
Latitude 
IJ.gree. 
37.5 
40 
42.5 
45 
Compre •• ioD 
wood content 
Prrcent 
8.2 
9.6 
5.4 
7.6 
There were no significant interactions between d.h.h. 
and latitude. With data from all 36 trees pooled. the mean 
tree·average percentage of compre89ion wood was 7.7 per· 
cent, with range from 0.1 to 26.2 percent. No tree of 
variety murrcyona was found free of compression wood 
(table 7). 
Variation of Compression Wood 
Content Within Stems-Murrayana 
Percentage of compresaion wood content varied signifi-
cantly with percent height in murroyana trees, the rela-
tionship differing with d.b.h. class (6gB. 17 and 21; and 
table 6). 
As noted under the dilJCulI8ion ofvariation of compres· 
sion wood content within lD,tifolia trees (and tabulation of 
correlation coefficients). stem sections or short logs 
T.~. 7-Mean. standard deviation. and range in tree-average per· 
oentage compression wood in stems 01 murrayana by 
latitude. and tree d.b .h .1 
T'Md.b.h. 
LAtitude 7emm 152mm 228mm All t,ee. 
Oegrsss · · · · · · ··· · ··· ··· · Perc:enr· ····· · ·· ·· · ··· · · 
375 16.97 (8.34) 5.10 (5.42) 2.40 (0.38) 8.16 (8.35) 
10.1·26.2 2.().11.4 2.2-2.8 2.()'26.2 
40 12.04 (7.79) 10.49 (2.20) 6.40 (2.26) 9.64 (4.90) 
4 .1· 19.7 8 .3-12.7 4 .5-8.9 4. t · 19.7 
42.5 10.87 (9.43) 3 .88 (o .n) 1.41 (0.65) 5.38 (6.37) 
1.7·20.6 3 .~.4 0 .8-2.0 0 .8-20.6 
45 17.14 (10.01) 2.61 (1 .22) 3 .04 (4.66) 7.00(9.06) 
6 .1·25.5 1.4-3.8 0.1-8.4 0.1·25.5 
Pooisd 14.25 (8. 17) 5 .52 (4.05) 3 .31 (2 .97) 7.69 (7.20) 
1.7·26.2 1.4-12.7 0 .1-8.9 0.1·26.2 
'Entries In !he table ahow the mean pete»ntaoe. foIowed by \he slandan:! 
dewnion in paren1tlnes; listed below hse two statisDcs is \he range. 
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Flgur. 21-Variation with he;ght in IJee of com· 
pression wood cross-sectional area and gross 
cross-sectional area {bart-free} ot murrayana trees 
of Ihree d"aamelers. See table 6 for numeric values. 
sampled from murrayana trees will tend to contain 
a high percentage of compression wood if they are out of 
round and dose to the ground, and have eccentric piths, 
high specific gravities, low moisture contents, and small 
minor diameters (figs. 19 and 20). 
Loeation of Sections Free of Compression Wood-
See previous diSC\Jssion of pattern .4 occurrence under 
heading ~sulta--General Observations on Anatomy.-
Location Within Section Where Compretlsion 
Wood Wiu Probably Be Coneentrated-See preceding 
discussion of latifolia under this same paragraph heading. 
Compression Wood in Latifolia 
Compared to Murrayana 
Variety murroyana (all 36 trees) averaged significantly 
more compression wood than variety latifolia (all 243 
trees) with Ilverages (tables 6, 6, and 7) as follows: 
Tree d.h.h. Murroyono. LaI;(olio 
•• ... - P~rt%nt· _. - --
76 14.3 7.5 
152 5.5 4.0 
228 3.3 5.2 
Average 7.7 5.5 
Varietal di fferences in the proportions of trees in discrete 
compression.wood content classes were also significant 
(fig. 22). 
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When compared only at the latitudes (40, 42.5, and 45 
degrees) and elevational zone (medium) the two samples 
had in (ommon, tree-average percent compression wood. 
was significantly greater in murrayona trees 76 mm and 
152 mm in d.b.h. thll11 in latifolic trees of these diameters, 
as follows: 
Treed.b.h. 
mm 
76 
152 
228 
Average 
MurroyOllo Lotifolio 
• .• - •• Percent - - _ ••• 
13.4 6.3 
5.7 2.2 
3.6 6.3 
7.6 4.9 
As noted previously, percentage of compresaion wood 
content in individual stem sections of murroyana was 
more strongly co1T8lated with out.-of·ToundneS8, proximity 
to ground, pith e«entricity, wood specific gravity, wood 
moisture content, and disk diameter than was compression 
wood content in I4ti{oti.a . 
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Flgur. 22-Frequency distribution of n&4 8verage 
compression-wood contBnt in ,.rifolia and mumlyana 
IJees of thnte clamelers. Data. are based on 81 lafifolis 
and 12 murray."a trees of each d.b.h. 
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Flgur. 23-Frequency distribution of individual 
section's (disk's) compression·wood conlent in latifolia 
and murrayana trees 01 three diameters. Sections 
were taken at each tenth 01 tree height. Number of 
sections in each of the three d.b.h. dasses was 810 for 
laritoliaand 120 for murrayana. 
CLASSES 
1 _0-2 2 _ 2-4 
:) ..... 6 
4 _ 6-8 
5 .8-10 
8 . 10-12 
7 . 12·,4 
8 .14-1 6 
9 .16-18 
10 _18-20 
11 .20+ 
With all oectiono of all tr .... from all latitude. conoid-
.red, significant varietal difference. by height were 
apparent (fig. 17), sa were dift"erencea in the proportions 
of eectiOM in diSC1"8te compression-wood content classes 
(fig. 23). 
RESUL~UT-OF-ROUNDNESS 
INDEX 
Geographic Variation and Variation 
Among Trees by D.b.h. Class and 
Elevational CI888-Lotifolia 
Surprisingly, tree..average out-of'-roundnese index for 
bark·fn!e oIemo (fig. 9) wu not oignificantly correlated 
with tree-average compression-wood content. When 
individual aec:tions taken at to-percent height increments 
were considered, however, ou~r-roundnel8 index waa 
negatively correlated with compresmon wood content 88 
discussed in previous text; that ie, tree stem aections that 
ant out of round tend to have a high parcentag. of com-
pression wood. 
Additionally, .tem out-<Jf·roundne .. has conoidereble 
inOuence on optimum sawing pattern. and lumber yield-
and for this reason is now examined in detail. 
The mean value (243 trees) (or tree..average out-of-
roundness index wae 0.908. Thie value did not vary sig. 
nificantly with tTe. d.b.h. (table 8) or with elevational 
zone. It did, however Vfl1Y significantly with latitude, as 
follows: 
Latitude 
Degrw. 
40 
42.5 
45 
47.5 
50 
52.5 
55 
57.5 
60 
Out~f-roUDdue •• 
Indez 
0.911 
.912 
.917 
.905 
.914 
.903 
.916 
.897 
.895 
T.bl. 8-Comparison by d.b.h. class 01 measures ollree·average out-of-roundness and pith eccentricity between 
varieties /atitolia and murrayana, with data from all latitudes poohKJ, and with data poohKJ only from those 
latitudes and lhe elevational class common to the two varieties (S88 figure 9 for definitions) 
.r r,l'2 
utifo/M Mu".y.n. UtifO/M Ifu".y.n. 
AIII.Ulud .. 
76 0.907 0.901 3.3 3.9 0.10 0 .12 1.30 1.36 
152 .908 .913 6.2 6.5 .10 .10 1.28 1.31 
228 .909 .910 10.4 9.7 .11 .10 1.31 1.29 
Average .908 .908 6.6 6.7 .11 .11 1.30 1.32 
lAtitude 40, 42.S, .nd 45 degr ... 
76 0.912 0.901 2.8 3.8 0 .10 0.11 1.24 1.35 
152 .918 .910 5.' 6 .1 .09 .09 1.24 1.29 
228 .9 10 .917 9 .2 10.3 .11 .11 1.30 1.30 
Average .913 .909 5.8 6 .7 .10 .10 1.26 1.31 
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These data suggest that tree stems are most nearly 
circular in average cross section in those latitudinal zones 
from 40 degrees to 55 degrees (with the exception of zones 
at 47.5 degrees and 52.5 degrees), and are more elliptical 
in the northernmost zones of 57.5 and 60 degrees. 
There were no significant interactions among the three 
factors: d.b.h., elevational zone, and latitude. 
As noted previously, the 243-tree average was 0.908; 
standard deviation was 0.02, with range in ouwf-
roundness index from 0.82 to 0.94. This range suggests 
that although tree stems may have nearly circular CT08S 
sections at some level above ground, tree-average sections 
are considerably out of round. 
Identification of Trees That Will Have 
Out-of·Round Stems-Latifolia 
Although tree-average out-of-roundness index was not 
significantly related to tree d.b.h. or elevational zone, it 
was significantly correlated (0.05 level) with many other 
tree characteristics, as follows: 
Sign ot correlation and tree characteriatic r 
Positive 
Stemwood moisture content 
Moisture content of complete tree 
Moisture content of sapwood 
Elevation, feet 
Number of live branches 
Stem bark moisture content 
Average annual ring width at stump top 
Negative 
r/r, (fig. 9) 
Lotitud. (d.gr •• s) 
Longitud. (d.gre.s) 
StembllTk specific gravity 
Stemwood specific gravity 
• (fig. 9) 
Average live branch angle (degrees) 
.fr . (fig. 9) 
Tree age at sturn p (years) 
Bark percentage of c::omplete-tree ovendry weight 
Maximum stem crook 
0.267 
.262 
.214 
.181 
. 167 
.153 
.137 
~.335 
-.234 
-.198 
- .197 
-.189 
- .166 
-.147 
- .131 
- .154 
-.140 
-.132 
These correlations suggest that in addition to the lati-
tude relationships previously noted (and the longitude 
correlation because of the longitudinal skew of the sample 
lones as shown in figure I), entire stems of 14tifolia are 
likely to average most circular in cross section in fast-
growing young tree. of high moisture content, low .pecific 
grovity, with pith not eccentric, little stem crook, low bark 
percentage of complete-tree ovendry weight, and with 
many live bronche. making a sma11 angle with the stem 
above them. Because latitude is inversely correlated with 
meters of elevation, trees at higher elevations may have 
stems more nearly circular in (TOSS section than those at 
lowest elevations. 
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Variation Within Tree Stems-Latifolia 
Ouwf-roundnetl8 index varied 8ignificantly with percent 
height in latifolic trees, the relationship differing by d.b.h. 
el .... (tabl. 6). With all data pool.d, it appears that in 
both varieties, stems are most nearly circular in eross 
section n.ar midheight (fig. 24). 
When out-d'-roundnesa index of each of the 2,430 (243 
trees .10 heights) latifOlic sections was correlat.ed--and 
each of the 360 murro)'G1Ia sections similarly correlated-
wi th each section'. other properties, lOme significant 
relationships were evident, as follows: 
Section'. eharacteridic Lolifolia Murroyona 
eorrelated with the aeclion'. (II = 2,.30) (II = 360) 
out-ot .. roundne .. ind ... 
Positive correlations 
Minor diameter 
Moisture content or wood 
Negative correlation. 
r /r, (fig. 25) 
.fr. (fig. 25) 
Percentage compression 
wood content 
Specific gravity of wood 
Pith eccentricity, ~ 
r r 
0.084 N.S. 
.059 0.110 
~.274 ~.283 
-.256 -.218 
- .180 - .188 
-.178 - .209 
-.173 -.201 
The. correlations suggest that aections (or short logs) 
sampled in latifolic stems will tend to be out of round if 
they contain much compression wood or have eccentric 
piths, high specific gravity. small minor diameter, and low 
moisture content; the last two relationship., although 
statistically significant, are weak. 
Out-of-roundness index was not significantly correlated 
with h.ight above ground. 
Variation Among Trees by D.b.h. Class 
and Latitude-Murrayana 
Variety murro'yolIa bark-free 8tems had tree-average 
out-of-roundness index of 0.91, with standard deviation of 
0.03 and range from 0.81 to 0.94. Valu .. did not diff.r 
significantly with latitude or diameter c1888; there was no 
significant latitude. diameter interaction. Average. by 
diameter d888 are summarized as follows: 
Standard 
D.b.h . 
" 
Mean deviation Rang. 
mm 
76 12 0.901 0.033 0.81-0.94 
152 12 .913 .023 .86-.94 
228 12 .910 .024 .84-.93 
With data for tree. of all th .... diam.t..rs pool.d, t ..... · 
average values by latitude were as followa: 
Standard 
Latitude 
" 
M_n deviation Ran,. 
Degree. 
37.5 9 0.903 0.027 0.84·0.92 
40 9 .903 .037 .81-.93 
42.5 9 .911 .026 .86-.94 
45 9 .913 .015 .89-.94 
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Flgur. 24-Varialion in out~l·roundness index (barit-
free) with height in trees of latifolia (243 tr99S) and 
murrayanll{36 b"ees): all data pooled. 
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Flgur. 2S-Regression equalkwls relating out-ol-
roundness index 01 incividual stem sections of larifolis 
(n ., 2.(30) and mUffsyana (n _ 360) to two measures 
of pith ec:centriciry (dr, and r I'). 
Variation Within Tree Stems-
Murrayana 
Out-of-roundness vaned significantly with percent 
height in murrayana trees (fig. 24), the relationship 
diff.ring by d.b.h . class (tabl. 6). 
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~ noted under the mlCuuion of variation of out-of-
roundness index within latifolia tree. (and tabulation of 
rorrelation coefficients), stem sections or short logs sampled 
from murroya,1Ia Items will tend to be out of round if they 
contain much compression wood or have eccentric piths, 
high specific gravity, and low moisture content. 
Out-of·Roundness Index of Latifolia 
Compared to Murrayana 
Tree-average out-of·roundness index did not differ sig-
nificantly between murrayo"" and Ic.tifOlia (fig. 24); ... 
table 8 for average value •. ThiIJ waa true for all-latitude 
comparilJOnIJ sa well as comparisons at the latitudes and 
elevation. IJ8mpled in common. 
With all section. of all tr ... from alllaetud •• consid.r.d, 
however, significant varietal differancetl in the proportions 
or eectiOfllJ in diecrete out-of'-roundneu classes were appar-
.nt (fig. 26). 
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Agur. 27-Variation with height in tree of minor diameter 
(fig. 9) of bark·free sllems of IaD"foIia and mutrayana tTaes 
01 three diameters. Sea cab$e 6 tor numeric values. 
Minor Diameters of Latifol ia 
Compared to Murrayana- Bark.Free 
Minor..diameter variation with height in tree (table 6) 
is important to manufacturers of round wood product&-
particularly dowelled products. Minor diameter is related 
to both stem taper and out-of-roundneu. In trees of rom-
parable d.b.h., and at comparable percentages of me 
height, upper mlU'rayana stems have slightly .maHer 
minor diameters than iolifolia otema (fig. 27). 
RESULTS-MEASURES OF PITH 
ECCENTRICITY 
Three characteristics that provide a measure of pith 
eccentricity seem useful: e, elr .. and r i ft. as defined in 
figure 9. Following is a discussion of these characteristics 
by variety. 
Latifolia~ 
Geographic Variation and Variation Among Tree. 
by D.b.h. CI ... and Elevat ional CIa ..... With data 
from an 243 trees pooled, tree-aveTage pi th eccentricity (eo) 
averaged 6.63 mm, with standard deviation of 3.92 rnm 
and range from 0.50 mm to 25.0 mm. Large trees had 
significantly greater average pith eccentricity than sman 
trees (fig. 28), with no significant d.b.h. interactions with 
latitude or elevational zone, aa follows: 
D.h.h. 
76 
152 
228 
Mean 
3.3 
6 .2 
10.4 
StandJlrd 
deviation Ranre 
1.3 
2.1 
3.8 
0.5·7.6 
2.3 · 10.4 
4.6·25.0 
Pith eccentricity averaged least in the medium eleva-
tional zone (6.2 mm) and was greater at low elevation 
(6. 6 mm) and at high elevation (7.1 mm). At latitude. 
42.5, 52.5, and 57.5 degrees , however. low-zone trees had 
less pith e-cxenbicity than medium (table 9). 
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Pith «centricity averaged leu (5.5·6.3 mm) in intenne· 
diate latitudinal zones of 45 to 52.5 degrees than in more 
southerly and more northerly latitudes (6.8.-8.0 mm). See 
table 9. 
The variation with d.h.h., latitude. and elevationa1 zone 
seems sufficient to tabulate pith eccentricty (e) parti· 
tioned by th ... factor. (table 10). 
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FIg .... 21-Varialion 01 pi1h oc:cenlricily (e) will1 heighl 
in .lamo 01 Iolifolia (81 01_ d.b.h.) and murray.". 
(12 olead! d .b.h.) .... 01111198 diam ...... 
T.ble e-Variation 01 tre&-average pith ec:c:entricity (6) in larjfolia 
relaled 10 latitude and eklvational zone. 
lalllude 
Degrees 
40 
42.5 
45 
47.5 
50 
52.5 
55 
57.5 
60 
AYOrIIII 
EJevetionel zone 
Low lIedlum High AY"'ga 
·----·-·-·-- mm ······ · ... --. 
8 .7 6.1 6.4 7.1 
6 .1 6 .7 7.8 6 .9 
6 .0 4 .6 5.9 5.5 
6 .0 5 .5 6 .5 6.0 
6 .0 4 .9 7.5 6 .1 
4.5 6 .9 7.6 6.3 
7 .5 6 .4 6 .6 8.8 
5 .9 7.4 7.9 7.1 
8.6 7.8 7.7 8.0 
6.6 6 .2 7.1 6.6 
rlble1G-Moan. standard deviation. and range in .... wrag& pilh eccentricity (e) in l18ms 01 
Jatifolia by latitude. elevational clan, end tree d.b.h.' 
Ele""Uonil T ... d .b.h. 
el ... 78mm 152mm 228 ..... AI_ 
• __ _ .. • __ -._ •••••••• ·· Afiljtnef8fs-- - • • - -. --- •. • -- • ••• - •• 
40" udlUda 
Low 3 .77 (1 .92) 9 .17(1 .33) 13.17 (1 .37) 8.70(4.30) 
1.7·5.5 7.7-10.3 11 .6-14.1 1.7· 14.1 
Medium 3.33(1.141 4 .87 (0.55) 10.23 (0.84) 6 .14 (3.22) 
2.4-4 .6 4.3·5.4 9.S-10 .8 2 .... 10.6 
High 2.50 (0.17) 6 .13 (2.28) 10.67 (0.55) 6 .43 (3.73) 
2.3-2.6 4 .103.8 10.3-11 .3 2.3-11.3 
42.S· laUtude 
Low 3 .20 (1 .28) 7.63 (1.76) 7.37(1.81) 6 .07 (2.59) 
2.1-4.6 5.8-9.3 5.6-9.4 2.1·0.4 
Medium 2.47 (0.831 6.17(3.84) 11 .47 (2.11) 6 .70 (4 .51) 
1.8-3.4 2.9-10.4 10.2-13.9 1.8-13.9 
High 2.63 (0.75) 5.10(1.13) 15.70 (8.54) 7.81 (7.41) 
1.9-3.4 3.8-5.8 8 .2·25.0 1.9-25.0 
45° Utllude 
Low 4.03 (0.91) 7.10 (1.47) 6 .73 (2.25) 5.96(2.03) 
3.2·5.0 5.8-8.7 4.8-9.2 3.2·9.2 
Medium 2.53 (0.67) 5.23 (2.04) 5.90 (1 .35) 4 .55 (2.00) 
2.1-3.3 2.9-6.7 4.8-7.4 2.1-7.4 
High 3.53 (0.47) 3.67 (1 .34) 10.47 (5.51) 5.89(4046) 
3.().3.9 2.7·5.2 6.8-16.8 2.7-16.8 
U .5" laUlude 
Low 1.87 (0.40) 5.37 (2.32) 10.80 (3.90) 6 .01 (4.52) 
1.4·2.1 2.9-7.5 6.8-14.6 1 .... 14.6 
Medium 3.23 (1 .371 5 .37(1 .10) 7.83 (4 .65) 5.48 (3.19) 
2.3-4.8 4.HU 5.()'13.2 2.3-13.2 
High 4.37 (1 .71) 6.17 (3.59) 9.07 (3.BO) 6 .53 (3.43) 
2.4·5 .5 3.9-10.3 5.3-12.9 2.4·12.9 
50' uUlucla 
Low 2.47 (0.59) 5.57 (1.54) 10.00 (3.25) 6 .01 (3.75) 
1.8-2.9 3.11.0.6 7.6-13.7 1.8-13.7 
Medium 2.00 (0.821 5.03 (2.70) 6.43 (0.40) 4.89 (2.43) 
1.3-2.9 2.3-7.7 6 .Q.6.8 1.3-7.7 
High 2.80 (0.44) 4.83 (0.72) 14.93 (3.86) 7.52 (5.96) 
2.3-3.1 4 .().5.3 11 .2· 18.9 2.3-18.9 
52.5° Ulllude 
Low 2.70 (0.92) 4 .17 (0 .57) 6 .50(1.68) 4 .46 (1.94) 
1.9-3.7 3 .7-4 .8 4.6-7.8 1.9-7.8 
Medium 3 .37 (0.35) 7.00 (1 .37) 10.27 (0.67) 6 .88 (3.091 
3.()'3 .7 5.S-8.2 9 .S-10.7 3 .().10.7 
High 5.70 (1.681 6.63 (1 .72) 10.50 (2.86) 7.61 (2.89) 
4.4-7.6 4.7-8,0 7.2·12.2 4 .... 12.2 
55° 1I11tude 
Low 2.67 (0.601 8.23 (1 .01) 11.67 (2.72) 7 .52 (4.20) 
2.1·3.3 7.3-9.3 8.6-13.8 2.1·13.8 
Medium 3 .63 (1 .18) 5.27 (2.10) 10.23 (1.861 6.38 (3.341 
2.9-5 .0 3.1·7.3 8 .1· 11 .5 2.9-11 .5 
High 3.93 (1.311 7.83 (1.86) 7.93 (2.20) 6 .57 (2.53) 
2.7·5 .3 6.3-9.9 5.4·9 .3 2.7·9 .9 
57.5° lItllude 
Low 2.40 (1.711 4.50 (0.75) 10.90(4.71) 5.93 (4.60) 
0 .S-3.8 3.7·5 .2 7.2·16.2 0 .S-16.2 
Medium 3.10 (1.51) 7.93 (2.25) 11 .10 (3.93) 7.38 (4 .23) 
1.7·4.7 5.4·9 .7 6 .8-14.5 1.7· 14.5 
High 4.00 (0.61) 7.10 (1.911 12.47 (3.18) 7.86 (4.16) 
3.6-4 .7 5.9-9.3 8.9-15.0 3.6-15.0 
(con.) 
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Tobl.'G-{Con.) 
Benda""l 
c .... 
T ... d.b.h. 
715mm 152mm 228mm An-. 
.... . .... .... ... ... ... Wfmo..,. ..... . .•• .. . . . .. . .. .. . . 
10" Lod1Ude 
low 5.n(1 .50) 7.20 (2.IM) 12.n(2.11) 8 .58(3.75) 
~ . 1 ·7.0 3.U .9 11 .G-15.1 3 .8-15.1 
Medium 3.37 (0.76) 7. 17(2.~) 12.87 (~.93) 7.80 (U8) 
2 .5-3.9 5.4-9.9 7.2·16.2 2.5-16.2 
High 3 .37 (0.12) 6 .57 (1.72) 13.17(3.35) 7.70 (~ .72) 
3.3-3.5 ~ .6-7.8 9.3-15.2 3 .3-15.2 
Po_ 
low 3.29 (1 .29) 6.19(2.11) 10.41 (3.18) 6.63 (3.92) 
0.5-7.6 2.3-10.4 4.6-25.0 0 .5-25.0 
Identification of Lati(olia 'floeeo That Will Have 
Eccentric Pit~Tree-average pith eccentricity (It) was 
not only significantly related to geographic location, eleva. 
tional lone, and d.h .h., but W88 also significantly corre. 
lated (O.051evel) with many other tree characteristics, as 
follows: 
Sign of eorrelation and tree characterinic r 
Positive 
D.b.h . 0.743 
DiemelAor at 152.mm.high stump top .739 
Total stump-root weight including bark, 
ovendry .698 
Complete-tree weight, ovendry .697 
Heartwood diameter at 152-mm.high 
stump top .696 
Total stem weight including bark., ovendry .674 
Total stemwood weight, ovendry .670 
Average live branch diameter .657 
Foliage weight, ovendry .647 
Stem diameteT at base of live crown .639 
Sapwood weight, ovendry .634 
Live branch weight with bark, ovendry .612 
Heartwood weight .597 
Width oftive crown .580 
Thea height to apical ti p .555 
Total number of cones on first foot of top 
25 branches .553 
Stem taper within live crown, miIHmet.ers 
per meter .550 
Age at stump top .530 
Branch bark thickness .463 
Average bark thickness of s tump .439 
Number of live branches .395 
Stem taper from stump top to base of live 
crown, millimeters per meter .394 
Stembark thickness at top of 
152·mm.high stump .392 
Taproot length .381 
Dead branch weight, ovendry .375 
Number of dead branches .371 
Length of live crown .327 
34 
Bnmchwood proportion of ovendry 
complete4 tree weight 
Stemberk specific gravity 
Avarage ring width at 152.mm.high 
stump top 
Cone weight proportion of complete-tree 
ovendry weight 
Moisture content of sapwood, percent of 
ovendry weight 
Stemwood proportion of ovendry complete-
tree weight 
Maximum stem crook 
Negative 
Tree berk proportion of ovendry complete· 
tree weight 
Stemhark moisture content, percent of 
ovendry weight 
Stump.root wood proportion of ovendry 
complete-tree weight 
Moisture content of heartwood, percent 
of ovendry weight 
Stemwood specific gravity 
Foliage proportion of ovendry complete-
tree weight 
Tree-average out-of4 roundnese index 
Crown ratio 
Moisture content of complete tree, 
percent of ovendry weight 
.272 
.260 
.259 
.216 
.206 
.167 
.142 
-0.428 
-.381 
- .346 
- .289 
-.188 
- .188 
-.166 
-.133 
- .131 
These correlation coefficients indicate that tree-average 
pith eccentricity (eo) is greatest in fut-growing, large.di-
ameter, tall trees with sapwood oflow moisture content. 
Surprisingly, stem crook wu not a strongly related factor 
(r . +0.142). The negative correlation coefficients suggest 
that tree·average pith eccentricity isleut in trees of high 
moisture content in heartwood and stembark, and high 
tree-average out-cf-roundnese index (those most circular 
in C1"08S section). 
Variation of Pith Ee ... ntricity (0) Within Lati(o/ia 
Tree~Pith eccentricity varied significantly with percent 
height in 14tifolia trees, the relationship differing by 
d.b.h. c1 .. s (fig. 28 and table 6). 
Wllf'n pith eccentricity of each of the 2,430 (243 trees 
x 10 heights) loti/olio sections was cOTTelated-and each 
of the 360 murroyana sections similarly correlated-with 
other properties of each section, some significant relation-
ships were evident, as follows: 
Section'. characteristic Lotifolio MurroyOllo 
corre1ated with the section'. (n =2,430) (n =380) 
pith eccentricity (e) r r 
Posi tive correlations 
elr, 0.712 0.725 
Major diameter (fig. 29) .637 .699 
r /r2 .623 .779 
Percentage compression 
wood (fig. 29) .187 .230 
Wood specific gravity . 123 N.S . 
Negative correlations 
Height above ground, 
meters (fig. 30) -0.287 -0.307 
Moisture content of wood 
(fig. 30) -.248 -.213 
Out-of-roundness index -.173 -.201 
These correlations suggest that a sedion (or short log) 
sampled in a latifolio stem will tend to have large pith ec-
centricity ifit is large in diameter, out of round, and in the 
lower stem portion, and ifit has large compression wood 
content, high specific gravity, and low moisture content. 
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FIgure 29-Regression equations relating pith eccentricity 
(9) 01 individual slem sections of latifolia and murrayana 
trees 10 compression wood conlanl and major aameler of 
the sections. The equalions are based on 2.430 and 360 
sections, respectively. 
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Murrayana---e 
Amon, Murrayana Treee-Pith eccentricity (e) in 
mUl'1"Oyana averaged 6.70 mm, with standard deviation of 
3.75 mm and range from 2.0 mm to 15.7 mm (table H). 
This e«entricity did not vary significantly with latitude, 
but was potritively correlated with d.b.h., as follows: 
D.b.h. 
--_ . ---m"' ······ 
76 
152 
228 
3.9 
6.5 
9.7 
Within m.urroyano Treee-Pith eccentricity (e) 
varied significantly with percent height in murrayana 
trees, the relationship difTering by d.b.h . class (fig. 28 
and table 6). 
As noted under the discussion of pith eccentricity 
within 14tifolio treell--8.nd aocompanying tabulation of 
correlation coefficiente-e stem section (or .hart log) 
sampled from a murrayana tree win tend to have large 
pith eccentricity ifit i.large in diameter, out of round, 
and in the lower stem portion, and ifit has a large com-
pression wood. content and low moieture content (figs. 29 
and 30). 
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Figure ~Regression equation. relating pith ecoentricily 
(9) 01 individual stem sections 01 "'fifo/is and mLmlY.,. 
trees to wood moisture content and height above ground 
01 each section. The equations are based on 2,430 and 
360 secOcms, respectively. 
T.ble11-Mean. standard deviation. and range in tree-average pith T.ble12-Trae-average means for latifoliaof ratio 91f, related 
&ocentriciry (9) in siems of murrayana by latitude and 10 latitude, d.b.h .• and elevalional class 
tree d.b.h.' 
Btv.Uonill cle .. 
Tr .. d.b.h. D.b.h. Low Medium High Aver.gee 
ulltude 7emm 152mm 228mm An" ... 
mm 
Degree, 
- - --- - - - - - - -- - - - MilfimetflrS - - -- -- - - - --- - - - - 4O"Lodlude 
37.5 4.00 (1.65) 7.50 (2.01) 8.00 (2.62) 6.50 (2.64) 76 0 .13 0 .11 0.09 0 .11 
2.9-5.9 5.2-8.9 5.6-10.8 2.9-10.8 152 .15 .09 . 10 .11 
40 5.13 (2.56) 7.37 (2.76) 10.23 (4.75) 7.58 (3.75) 228 .13 .12 .11 .12 
2.2-6.9 5.3-10.5 7.1-15.7 2.2·15.7 All .11 
42.5 3 .23 (0.75) 8.00 (0.95) 11.70 (4.80) 7.64(4.43) 42.5· Lodlude 
2.114.1 7.4·9 .1 6.3-15.5 2.6-15.5 76 .10 .09 .09 .09 
45 3 .17(1 .39) 3.07 (0.59) 9.03 (5.17) 5.09 (4.00) 152 .12 .10 . 09 .10 
2.().<4] 2.4-3.5 5.6-15.0 2.0-15.0 228 .09 .13 .15 .12 
Pooled 3.88 (1 .68) 6.48 (2.58) 9.74 (4.06) 6.70 (3.75) All .10 
2.0-6.9 2.4-10.5 5.6-15.7 2.0-15.7 4S·LoUIude 
'Entrin in Ihe table Ihow!he mun Vllue. foIowed by the ,tandatd drtia- 76 .12 .09 .10 .10 
lion in patentheses: iiI*:! below Ihe. IWO 'wi~ ialhe ~. 152 .11 .09 .06 .09 
228 .09 .07 .12 .09 
All .09 
47.5· Lo1l1udo 
Pith Eccentricity (e) of Latifolia 76 .07 .10 .13 .10 152 .09 .09 .10 .09 
Compared to That of Murrayana 228 .11 .09 .10 .10 
All .10 
No significant differences between the two varieties SO"Lodlude 
were found in tree-average pith eccentricity (e); see 76 .09 .07 .09 .08 
table 8. AA noted previously, pith eccentricity in individ- 152 .10 .08 .09 .09 
ual stem sections of mu,royollO was more strongly carre- 228 .11 .07 .16 .11 
lated with section diameter, ou~f-roundneS8, height All .09 
above ground, and percentage compression wood (but not S2.5° LoUIude 
wood moisture content and specific gravity) than pith ec- 76 .09 .10 .17 .12 
centricity in latifo/io was cOTTelated with these character- 152 .08 .11 .11 .10 
istics in individual stem sections (figs. 29 and 30). 228 .08 .12 .12 .11 
All .11 
55· Lodlude 
Latifolia-~dr, 76 .08 .12 .12 .11 
A high value of the ratio e/, I indicates a high degree of 152 .13 .09 .12 .11 228 .13 .12 .09 .11 pith eecentricity and oUt-()f-roundness (fig. 9). Of all the All .11 
factol'S evaluated, the ratio e1rJ was best correlated with S7.5·LoUIude 
peTcentage of compression wood in individual sections 76 .08 .09 .12 .10 (fig. 19). 152 .08 .11 .11 .10 
Geographic Variation and Variation Amone D.b.h. 228 .13 .12 .13 .13 
Claue. and Elevational Claue..-Tree-averoge va1ues All .11 
for the ratio e/'l averaged 0.11 for latifolio, with standard IIO"LoIIIude 
deviation of 0.03 and Tange from 0.02 to 0.22. Trees 76 .17 .11 .12 .13 
152 mm in d.b.h . did not vary significantly with either 152 .12 .12 .11 .12 
latitude OT elevationa1 dass (average 0.11). Trees 76 mm 228 .13 .13 .13 .13 All .13 
and 228 mm in d.b.h. did vary significantly, however, in 
an elevationru dasa x latitude intemction (table 12). Average' 0 .11 0 .10 0 .11 0.11 
These data suggest that trees with lowest mtioe will be 
'By di.-ne*1he ._~ are: 78 mm (0.10); 152 rnm (0.10): 228 
found at medium elevation from latitude 45 degrees m'n(0.11). 
thTough 50 degrees, or at low elevation from 47.S degrees 
through 52.5 degToe •. 
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Identification ofTrOO8 That Will Have Low 
Average elr, Ratio.-[n addition to the signi6cant inter-
Dction: elevational cl888 x latitude. the tree-average e/, 
Tatio was significantly (0.05 level) correlated with a fe~ 
tree characteristics, as follows: 
Sign of correlation and tree characteridic r 
Positive 
r/r, (fig. 9) 
• (fig. 9) 
Percentage of compression wood 
Age at stump 
0.929 
.673 
.336 
.148 
.130 Elevation, meters 
Negative 
Out-of-roundness index (fig. 9) -0.296 
Average ring width at 152-mm-high stump - .141 
Moisture C'Ontent of complete tree - .126 
[n addition to suggesting that lowel" ratios are found in 
stems with circular cross section and centered pith, low 
ratios will be found at low elevation in fast-growing young 
trees with high C'Omplete-tree moisture content. 
Variation of elr, Within LoI;folio Trees-The ratio el, 
varied significantly with height in latifolio trees, the rela-' 
tionship diff.ring with d.b.h . class (fig. 31 and table 6). 
When this ratio of each of the 2.430 (243 trees x 10 
heights) latifolia sections was correlated-and each of the 
360 murrayana sections similarly correleated-with other 
properties of each section, some significant relationships 
were evident, as follows: 
Section'. characteristic 
correlated with the 
section's elr, ratio 
Positive 
'1'2 
. 
Percentage compression wood 
(fig. 19) 
Wood specific gravity 
Major diameter 
Negative 
Lot;folio Murroyono 
(n = 2,430) (n = 360) 
r 
0.851 0.884 
.712 .725 
.362 .489 
.185 .270 
.164 .180 
Out-of-roundness index (6g. 25) -0.256 -0.218 
Wood moisture content -.146 -.324 
Height above ground, meters -.141 -.324 
Obviously those seetions that are cylindrical with cen-
tered piths will have small elr, ratios. Additional1y, small 
ratios will tend to be found in high-above-ground sections 
of large diameter, low specific gravity, a nd high moisture 
content; and in sections with low percentage of compres-
sion wood (fig. 19). 
Murrayana~/r, 
The mean tree-average ratio e/, I for murrayana tTees 
was 0.11, with standard deviation of 0.04 and ronge from 
0.05 to 0.18 . The Tatio did not vary significantly with 
either latitude or d.b.h. class. 
As noted under the discussion of variation of this mtio 
within latifo/io trees (and the tabulation of correlation 
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Flgu,. 31-Variation 01 ratio 01" wilh height in slams 
0I/s~fo/ia(81 01 each d.b.h.) and m<.mlyM8(1201 
each d.b.h.) _. 01 It" ... dame ... " . 
coefficients), stem eectiona or short logs sampled from 
mu,royona trees will aJlIO tend to have low ratios in high-
above-ground eections of large diamet.er, low specific grav-
ity, and high moisture content; and in aections with low 
percentage of compression wood (figs. 19 and 31). 
elr, ofLatifolia Compared to 
Murrayana 
A1llatitude. considered, or in the latitudes the two va-
rieties were sampled in common, thie ratio did not differ 
significantly between murroyallO and lotifo/ia . See table 6 
and figures 19 and 31 for C'Ompamtive values. 
Latifolia-r,lr 2 
A high value for the mtio ' l', (fig. 9) indicates a high 
degree of pith eccentricity; a low value indicates concen-
tricity. 'The ratio is positively correlated with percentage 
of compTession wood (fig. 19). 
Geopaphic Variation and Variation Amon, D.b.h . 
Clas .. and Elevational Clasee..-Tree-aveTage values 
for the ratior 1'1 averaged 1.30 with standard deviation of 
0.12 and range from 1.08 to 1.82. These tree .... verage val-
ues differed significantly in a three-way interaction: 
T.bfe13-Tree-average means for latifolia of ratio, 1'll'9lated 
ta latitude, d.b.h., and elevational class 
EIeY_do,..1 c .... 
D.b.h. Low Medium High Av .... gee 
mm 
40" Latllude 
76 1.32 1.27 1.19 1.26 
152 1.43 1.22 1.32 1.32 
228 1.37 I .a. I .a. 1.35 
All 1.31 
42.5· Lodtuclo 
76 1.29 1.22 1.26 1.26 
152 1.36 1.28 1.21 1.28 
228 1.19 1.37 1.45 I.a. 
All 1.29 
45· Lodtuclo 
76 1.38 1.24 1.29 1.30 
152 1.29 1.23 1.18 1.23 
228 1.19 1.19 1.38 1.25 
All 1.26 
47.5· LatltucIo 
76 1.19 1.30 1 .... 1.31 
152 1.26 1.22 1.28 1.25 
228 1.25 1.19 1.27 1.24 
All 1.27 
50" Lodtuclo 
76 1.21 1.18 1.23 1.21 
152 1.23 1.21 1.22 1.22 
228 1.29 1.15 1.47 1.30 
All 1.24 
52.5· Lodtuclo 
76 1.22 1.25 1.57 1.35 
152 1.21 1.33 1.29 1.28 
228 1.21 1.29 1.33 1.28 
All 1.30 
55· Lodlude 
16 1.28 1.33 1.36 1.32 
152 1.40 1.22 1.35 1.32 
228 1.33 1.31 1.20 1.28 
All 1.31 
575- lItitude 
76 1.29 1.30 1.39 1.33 
152 1.18 1.36 1.32 1.29 
228 1.30 1.31 1.39 1.33 
All 1.31 
eo" Lolllude 
76 1.58 1.29 1.31 1.39 
152 1.32 1.39 1.31 1.a. 
228 136 1.38 1 .• ' 1.38 
All 1.37 
Avera;&' 129 1.27 1.32 1.30 
'By diameter !he '\4fag"~: 78 mm(1.30): 152mm (1.28) : 228 mm 
/1 31) 
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latitude x d .h.h . x elevational class (table 13). Lowest ra-
tios were found in latitudes 45 degrees through 50 de· 
greet, at medium elevation, in trees 152 mm in d.h.h. 
Maximum ratios were found at 60 degrees latitude. Also 
tree. 228 mm in d.h .h. at latitudes 52.5 degrees and north 
had rugh ratios, 88 did 76-mm trees at low elevation at 40 
degree. latitude (table 13). That is, the lowest ratios were 
at midlati tudinal range, medium elevation, and mid-
diameter range, whereae maximum va1ues were at the 
extremes of latitude, elevational classes, and d .h .h . 
Identification o f Tree. That Will Have Low rlr2 
Ratio~1n addition to the significant interaction: 
latitude x d.b.h. x elevational class, the tree· average r /r'l. 
ratio was significantly (0.05 level) correlated with a few 
tree characteristics, as follows: 
Sip of correlat ion and t ree characteristic r 
Positive 
Age at 152-mm-high stump top 0.312 
Stem taper within live crown, millimeters 
per meter .252 
Maximum stem crook, inches .185 
Latitude, degr ... .148 
Total number of cones on first foot 
of top 25 hranches .131 
Negative 
Average ring width at 152-mm-high stump top -0.241 
Number of live branches -.181 
Average live branch angle - .158 
Length of live crown - .155 
Crown ratio -.132 
These data suggest that low rlrJ ratios will be found in 
fos~growing young trees with little stem taper in live 
crowns, little stem crook, few cones on topmost branches, 
many live branches, long crowns, and large crown ratios. 
Variation o f Ratio rlr. Within Loli(olio Tree..-
'The ratio r
1
r
2 
varied significantly with height in latifolia 
mes, the relationship differing with d.h.h . class (fig. 32). 
When this ratio of each of the 2,430 (243 mes X 10 
heights) IotifOlia sections was correlated-and each of the 
360 murrayana sections similarly correlated-with each 
section's other propertie!l, some significant relationsrups 
were evident as follows: 
Section'. characteristic Loli(olia Murro,ono 
co .... lated with the (,..2,"30) (n =360) 
MCtion'. r Ir. ratio r r 
Positive 
tlr , 0.851 0.884 
• .623 .779 
Pen:entage comprf'!I8ion wood 
(fig.19) .378 .518 
Wood specific grovity .197 .312 
Major diameter .120 .189 
Negative 
Out~f-roundness index (fig. 25) -0.274 -0.283 
Height above ground, meters - .168 -.325 
Wood moisture content - .148 -.302 
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Figure 32- Variation 01 the ratio r 1'1 with height in stoms 01 
latifolia (81 of each d.b.h .) and murrayana (12 of each d.b.h.) 
trees 01 three diameters. 
Obviously those sections with low values ofe and elr 
will have low rotios ofr/r2• Additionally, small ratios ~ll 
tend to be found in shor t logs of small diameter and circu-
lar section taken high above ground with little compres-
sion wood (fig. 19), low specific gravity, and high moisture 
content. 
Murrayana-r,!r2 
Variety mu,.,.ayana had tree·avernge r l "2 ratio of 1.32 
with standard deviation orO.16 and range from 1.12 to 
1.64. Values did not differ significantly with lati tude or 
diD meter doss; there was no significant latitude x diame-
ter interaction . Averages hy diameter are summarized as 
follows: 
D.h.h . 
76 
152 
228 
12 
12 
12 
Mean 
1.36 
1.31 
1.29 
39 
With data fOJ' all three diameters pooled, tree-average 
values by latitude wel'll 88 follows: 
t.titud e " Mean 
Degrft. 
37.5 
40 
42.5 
45 
9 
9 
9 
9 
1.35 
1.37 
1.33 
1.23 
. 'The ratio r /rJ varied significantly with percent height 
1n murroyano trees, the relationship differing with d.h.h . 
doss (fig. 32). It. noted. under the dilCussion of latifolia 
trees (and tabulation of correlation coefficients), stem 
sections OT IIhort lop sampled from murroyona trees will 
tend to have low ratiOll of rlr:l if they are of small diame-
ter with circular section, and have little compression wood 
(fig. 19), low specific gravity, and high moisture content-
and ,,", taken high above ground. 
r / r. of Latifolia Compared to 
Murrayana 
Tree.average ratio r lr I did not differ significantly 
between murroyono and Io tifOlia; see table 6 for com para· 
tive values. For varietal differences among individual 
sectionll see figures 19, 25, and 32. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Compression Wood Content 
• Compre89ion wood is extremely difficult to detect 
visually in log ends under woods or mill conditions. 
• Stems of virtually all lodgepole pine trees have some 
compression wood. Of the 243lotifolia trees analyzed, 
only one wall free of compression wood. None of the 36 
murrayaM trees examined were free of compression 
wood. Trees 76 mm in d.b.h . of both varieties had signifi-
cantly rugher stem-average percentage of compression 
wood than those 152 mm or 228 mm in d.h.h . Latifolia 
trees had less stemwood compression.wood content (5.5 
percent) than murroyana trees (7.7 percent). 
- When evaluating entire stems, rugheat proportions 
of compreasion wood will be found in slow.growing, smnll-
diameter (for example, 76 mm), short trees with little 
heartwood at stump height, large live-bmnch angle 
(branches near horizontal), high stemwood specific grav-
ity, and a relatively high proportion of complete-tree 
weight represented by the 8tump-root system and by 
cones. Lowest stem-average proportions or compression 
wood will be found in ru t-growing, tall trees with long 
crowns comprised of many branches with small hmnch 
angle (and a relatively high proportion of complete-tree 
weight repl'llsented. by hmnches), high sapwood moisture 
conte;,t, much heartwood at stump height, thick stump 
bark, and a low proportion of complete.tree weight repre· 
sented. hy the stump-root system. Sf.emwood in . uch trees 
will have a lower specific gravity than stemwood of trees 
with a high proportion of compression wood. 
• In both latiro/ia and murrayana only about one-
thi rd of all sections taken at tenth points of tree height 
have little or no compression wood. 1're.i!S 76 mm in d.b .h . 
had a smaller percentage of sections with little or no com-
pression wood than trees 152 mm or 228 mm in d.b.h. In 
both varieties, sections sampled at 45 degrees through 50 
degrees of latitude had the greatest proportion of sections 
free of compression wood. 
• Of the sections that do have compression wood, 
nearly three-quarte-rs win display a typical compression-
wood pattern (fig. 8, pattern '1) of one-sided eccentricity 
in which the main body of compression wood is opposite 
an eccentrically located pith, and along a line projected 
from pith through the center of the largest circle that can 
be insaibed within the section (fig. 9B). 
• In both latiro/ia and murrayana incidence of 
compression-wood pattern '1 dominates near ground 
level (fig. 14), but incidence of this pattern dimirti shes 
with height in tree. Sections free of compression ,;",ood 
are infrequent in the lower stem; upper stem sections 
ore more frequently free of compression wood. 
• Sections or short logs sampled from stems of both 
varieties will tend to have high percentages of compres-
sion wood ifthey are out of round and close to ground 
level and have eccentric piths, high specific gravities, and 
low ~oisture contents (figs. 19,20, and 21). Al80, there is 
a weak tendency for small-diameter wood to have more 
percentage compression wood than large-diarneter wood. 
• One of the better indicators of compression-wood 
content in stem sections or short logs (fig. 19) is the ratio 
efr (defined in fig. 9). This ratio will be sma1lest (and co~pression wood content low) if sections are cylindrical 
with centered piths; small ratios will also tend to be found 
in high-above-ground sections oflarge diameter, low spe-
cific gravity, and high moisture content. 
• The ratio r/ r! (defined in fig. 9) is also one of the 
better indicators of compression wood content (fig. 19). 
Stemwood Out-of·Roundness 
• Tree-average out-c>f-roundness index (fig. 9) aver· 
ages 0.91 and does not differ significantly between varie-
ties or with tree d.b.h. or elevations! zone. It does vary 
with lati tude, however; tree stems are most nearly cin:u-
lar in average CTOSS section in those latitudina1 zones from 
40 degrees to 55 degrees (with the exception of zones at 
47.5 degree. and 52.5 degrees), and an more elli ptical in 
the northernmost zones of 57.5 and 60 degrees. 
• In addition to latitudinal differenees, entire ,terns 
are most likely to average moet circular in CTOU eection in 
fast-growing trees of high moisture content, low specific 
gravity, with pith not eccentric, Httle stem crook, l~w bark 
percentage of complete-tree ovendry weight, and With 
many small branches making a small angle with the .tem 
above them. Because latitude is invenely correlated with 
the elevation at which latirolia grows, trees at higher 
elevations may have .tems more nearly circular in (TOSS 
section than those at lowest elevation. 
40 
• Stemwood of both varieties is most nearly circular 
in CT088 section near midheight (fig. 24). 
• Sections or short logs of stem wood of both varieties 
will tend to be out of round if they contain much compres-
sion wood, have eccentric piths. high specific gravity, 
small minor diameter, and low moisture content; the last 
two relationships, although statistically significant, are 
weak. 
Minor Stemwood Diameter 
• In trees of comparable d.b.h. (within the range of 
this 8tudy)~ and at comparable percentages of tree height, 
murrayana stems have slightly smaller minor diameten 
(defined in fig. 9A) than u.tifr>lia stems (fig. 27). 
Pith Eccentricity, e 
• Tree-average pith ,eccentricity, e (defined in fig. 9): 
averages about 6.7 mm and does not differ between vane-
ties. Small-diameter trees have significantly less pith 
eccentricity than large trees (6g. 28), and trees average 
least eccentricity if growing in the rrudelevational zone. 
Pith eccentricity in latifouo is smallest (5.5-6.3 mm) in 
the intennediate latitudinal zone from 45 to 52.5 degrees, 
and is larger in more southerly and more northerly lati-
tudes (6.8·8.0 mm). 
• Tree-average pith eccentricity is least in slow-
growing, small-c:liameter, short trees with circular stem 
sections, and heartwood and stembark ofhigh moisture 
content-but sapwood oflow moisture content. 
• Individual sections or short logs will have least pith 
eccentricity if they are small in diameter, near circular in 
cross section and in the upper stem (figs. 28 and 29), and 
if they have little compression wood, low specific gravity, 
and high moisture content (figs. 29 and 30). 
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Trees 76 mm d.b h. had higher stem ·average percentage 01 oompression wood than 
those 152 mm or 228 mm d.b.h. L ~l'ifofia had less compression wood (5.5 percent) than 
murrayana (7.7 percent) . In both varieties, stem sections from 45° through 50° latitude 
were proport ionally more free of compression wood than sections from other latitudes. 
Tr ansver s~ stem sections lypically displayed a main body of compression wood opposite 
an eccentrically localed pith Percentage 01 compression wood tended to be higher in 
SIems lhal were oul of round and close 10 ground level, and if pith was eccentric, speCific 
gravily high. and mOis ture conlenllow. Cross sections averaged most ellipt ical in trees 
from 57.5° and 60° lat itude. BOlh varU:H ies were most nearly circular in cross section near 
mldtle lghl. Pll h eccentricil y avo raged 6.7 mm and was least in intermediate lat itudes (45° 
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